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EDITOR'S NOTE

This is the last edition of The Accent for the year 1949. It is this
edition from which one copy will be chosen to be placed in our Century
Crypt to be buried on the campus of our university. The Century Crypt
is to be opened in one hundred years by the class of 2049.
Knowing that the class of 2049 will partially judge us by this magazine, we have tried to be especially careful in handling the material submitted for publication. It has been chosen to give a well-rounded example of the literary works of the average campus in 1949.
The Crypt openers might bear in mind the fact that our literary
magazine is only three years old. Starting from scratch three years ago,
we have progressed to rank in the first five per cent of college magazines
in the United States, the judging having been done on the basis of the
first edition of The Accent of this year.
We are proud of our record in that it helps our university to grow.
We have confidence that by the year 2049 this magazine will have become one of the recognized leading student publications of this country.

"—the knowing must answer"

THE KNOWING MUST ANSWER
By Lynn Daniel
He would hesitate a moment after throwing a slab, eyeing it curiously as if wondering whether he should let it lie as it fell or pull it
in line with the others. The two piles of bark and end lumber were
about even now. One of the piles had lain in the back yard all summer,
and the other was a result of it, which Nell said, "ought to be picked
up piece by piece, and put in a neat stack." Jay figured by the time
he finished stacking the slabs, the news would be out. He also figured
there was a snake at the bottom of the stack, and this kept him throwing
the slabs steadily. Heat waves danced furiously over the tall cotton.
There was no sign of 'Fayette with the news yet; no sign of anything
but water-starved cotton and smothering heat. He came to the ground
later. "Five slabs. . . . they's a snake under one of 'em." He threw one
to the other stack, failed to see anything but a few beetles scamper to
nowhere, and gazed fixedly across the cotton. He could see 'Fayette
shifting heavily along between two rows. He grinned omnisciently,
picking up another slab. A small, brown snake wiggled uneasily in
its new atmosphere of exposure. 'Fayette was almost there, so near that
Jay could hear his heavy breathing. He sprang quickly and twisted
his heel furiously on the snake's head. Its body wriggled helplessly and
Jay grinned.
" go Fate."
"I done it Jay, I done it. Warn't no trouble atall." Fayette struggled to get his breath under rolls of overall-hidden fat, bouncing joyously
and clasping his hands.
"Well, be quiet, you crazy fool. It ain't nothin' to be proud of.
Nell's liable to hear ye."
"But you said it was all right, Jay. You said he ain't got no business
livin'. You said it, Jay, and Luke said it. An' you said I could marry
Louise when it was don an' . . . ."
"Shut up damn it. You'll git all that's comin' to ye."
"Well, when do I git Louise, Jay? You said. . . ."
"You'll git her after we go to town an' see what they're sayin'." Jay
slowly removed the worn cotton gloves from his hand, glancing first at
'Fayette and then across at the kitchen door. "Come on, Fate." He
started between two rows of cotton with 'Fayettee following anxiously
behind.
"Jay Pollard, you put them other slabs on that stack, an' where ye
goin' anyway?"
Jay turned and saw Nell standing in the door, hands on hips, and
worried. He paused for a moment, as if undecided, then without a
word, resumed his pace between the rows of cotton.
"You're mean to 'er, ain't ye Jay?" 'Fayette spoke with a scant of
pride in his expression.
"I ain't mean to her. Women's always messing into a man's business." They walked along swiftly and silently until they left the field
and started through the woods.
"Nobody seen ye when ye done it, did they, Fate?" jay kept walking,
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and talked without turning.
"I swear they warn't a soul around but Old Man Bailey, an' he
sure can't say nothin'." 'Fayette giggled. "I waited 'til his son left for
the bank like you told me."
"How'd you git in?"
"I went 'round to the back like Luke told me, and went right in
the back door."
Nothing could be heard but the sound of their voices, and the dead
crackle of leaves under busy feet.
"What'd he say when he saw ye?"
"Told me to git out of his house, Jay. An' when I told him I was
gonna kill him, he said I didn't have enough sense. He said I was a
idiot, Jay. What is a idiot, Jay?"
"Don't matter. Did ye tell him what I told ye?"
"Yeah, I says, it ain't me that's killin' ye, Old Man Bailey. It's Jake
and Luke an' all of 'em that had a bad crop last year, an' you wouldn't
loan 'em money for fertilizer, an' now they're cotton is drying up, an'
they's gonna starve this winter on account o' you're
on account o'
you're. . . . selfish. Yeah, that's what I said, an. . . "
"Okay Fate Better shut up. We're gittin' near town."
They left the woods, and walked along a dry, powder dirt road that
led into the center of town.
Tayette's short legs ran along beside Jay's long legs.
"I done it right, didn't I, Jay?"
"Yeah Fate," Jay grinned broadly, "You done it right."
They entered Cornette's Pool Hall. The men's quilting party. The
foundation for guzzlers. The foaming yellow water of life. Red enamel
spittoons. White aged balls. Warped long sticks held by dirty large
hands that connected at intervals with secure curses and insecure laughter. Leaning cane-bottomed chairs housed overalled rumps and idle
talk. Jay drew a plug of tobacco from his pocket; twisted off a portion
with his teeth.
"Jay. . . . there's Luke." 'Fayette walked fast toward Luke; stood
grinning at him in idotic sagacity.
Jay followed slowly, manishly approaching the small group of men.
"Howdy Luke, Cornette, Hines, Brown. Anything new?"
They looked at each other, childishly enjoying a'man's secret.
"Somebody killed Old Man Bailey. Murdered 'im in cold blood."
White balls lay still. Cane-bottomed chairs stopped whinning. Bottled
foam slowly died into yellow liquid.
"Whoever done it won't git twenty yards out 'o town. Jim Bailey'll
git whoever it was if it takes every penny in that bank."
Jay smiled nervously at Cornette as he spoke. "Don't know who
it was, but it's a dam blessin' to the community that it happened. Gimme
a beer Cornette." 'Fayette fingered his overalls nervously. Give you
a quarter. Fat hands, greasy cigar box. Ten cents back. No glass,
thanks.
"Whoever done it'll git strung up I bet." Several long gulps, and
looks around the room: "I'm glad somebody else done it 'n' not me."
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"They deserve it. Old Man Bailey wasn't too bad of a skunk."
'Fayette looked longingly, fearful at Jay and Luke for repeated assurance.
"Who found him?"
"Old Willie Nipper was working in the old man's garden. Came
in for a drink. Said he'd been choked to death."
'Fayette rubbed his porky flushed face with fat clammy hands. He
snickered a little. Sticks across the table, white balls idle. The quilting
has begun. A hundred peices make a quilt, a hundred gulps make a
man foamy.
"Gimme another'n." 'Fayette snickered, whimpered for attention.
"They say Jim Bailey's gone after the Federal men to take it over.
Jist a matter o' time with them."
'Fayette tugged at Jay's shoulder. "Louise, Jay. You done said
I could have her. . ." He whimpered.
Cornette spoke "Go on with your foolishness Fate. We got business."
'Fayette rubbed rolls of neck fat with shaking hands. "I done it
Jay, just like you said, and like Luke said. I done it to git to marry
Louise."
Cornette lost his smile. "You done what Fate?"
"I killed Old Man Bailey just like they told me." Regretful, confused tears ran down simple red jaws. Tobacco spit guesses hit the
spittoon. They gulped and wondered.
"Like who told ye Fate?"
"Jay and Luke, an' I want to see Louise like they promised."
Cornette took 'Fayette by the arm." I hate to do this Fate. Federal
men'll git ye anyway though." He pushed 'Fayette before him out of
the pool hall. Big soft, little tough. Tender heart, twisted brain. Men
spit tobacco juice through the pool hall window as they watched Cornette
and 'Fayette disappear into the county jail. The quilt had a pattern.
The men gulped and laughed, their eyes avoiding Jay and Luke.
Murmurs from the cane-bottomed chairs. . ." jist think o' that
scoundrel sayin' that, and Luke and Jay two of our best church goers"
. . . good farmers too". . . money out of dried up cotton. . . blood out of
an edible legume.
Jay and Luke made their way toward the woods trail.
"Still can't figure people out. I got to hurry on home, and git the
rest of them slabs stacked up. The old lady's mad as hell I guess.
"Yeah, I got the feedin' to do yet too. Wonder what made Fate
want to kill Old Man Bailey?"
"Don't rightly know. Killin's just born in some people, that's all."
In a moment they were hidden beneath the trees. Nothing could
be heard but the sound of their voices, and the dead crackle of leaves
under busy feet.
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TO A DIPLOMAT
By Ted Kopkin

Little penguin with your frozen smile
Toddling round your stiff olive branch
Little penguin
Face the blue ice of the sky
And arch the yearning brow
Warble and coo the sweet meanings of
Another age
ENVOY SENT . . .
stiff little penguin shunted across the chess board
DOOR IS LEFT OPEN .
don't get your beak caught when it slams
AIR CLEARED BY CONTROVERSY . . .
strutting little penguin caught by a sweeping maestrom
Dance little penguin
Compromise
Before our eyes
Black is white
And white is right
But where is the gray between?
Peck little penguin
The melting snow of Hope
Then flutter wings
To see that hope
Watery fall to ground
(0i sont les neiges d'autre'ans)
Ah well, shrug the black shoulders
Whimper the futile sound
Futility is a shrug
Topped by a face that's smug
4.
SUCCESS
By Jim McCormack

What is the opposite of success?
We would "Failure" say I guess,
But on this truth we should be bound;
Success is failure turned around.
Now take these daily small mistakes,
And analyze them for your "breaks";
On failure is what we depend,
To found our most successful end.
(10)

BESSIE'S RETURN
By Anne Bryant
The room was small and dimly lit—plainly a rented room in a notso-good part of town. In one corner stood a sagging iron bed and in another was an out-dated washstand. The only distinguishing piece of furniture was a battered piano whose yellow keys were badly chipped and
whose surface, permanently circled with rings from whiskey glasses
showed marks of better days.
A man was bent over the keys, his dark mop of wavy hair wet from
perspiration,, his eyes; although seemingly searching, held a glassy stare,
and his thin, nervous fingers tapped mechanically on the silent keys.
"It's no use, no use at all!" he sighed at last and sunk his head into
his hands. "I've not been worth a damn since she left. I try, Oh, Lord,
how I try, but no music. No music at all without her to help me."
He raised his tired eyes until his gaze lead to a picture of a young
woman on top of the piano.
"Bessie," he suddenliy cried aloud, "What I couldn't do if you
were here. I'd write the most beautiful piece of music the world has
ever heard!" He snatched the picture almost savagely and clutched
it close to his heart. Her eyes, her hair, her smile, the delightful; perfume she always used that smelled like roses—all just as he remembered
them. But then he remembered other things—how patient she had been,
how understanding, how she'd loved him so and finally—it made him
sick to remember—finally how his incessant drinking had forced her to
leave him. "If only I could have one more chance—then I could prove
to you that I'm not just a worthless bum. Oh, Bessie, Bessie, please
come back to me!" He uttered this half as a hopeless appeal, half as
a reverent prayer.
There was no recollection of time after that—he might have sat
like that for minutes or hours, bent over the piano with the picture
pressed close to him. When he heard the tap at the door he was sure he
had been dozing. He glanced at the clock-2:15—who would be calling
at 2:15 in the morning? Almost before he could say "Come in", the door
swung ajar.
"Bessie", he choked, "Bessie, you've come back!" Taking a step
closer to him she smiled and said, "Yes, Bill, this is for good, I've come
to get you and we'll never be apart anymore". She was even more lovely
than he had remembered. Her hair floated in an almost translucent
aurea around her shoulders, her eyes held an angelic shine, and the
haunting smell of roses filled the room with a new sweetness.
"Bill, darling," she was saying "we've wasted so much time, but
from now on I'll always be with you to help you."
"Bessie, Bessie, I can't believe it—you'll never know what hell it's
been without you—are you sure it's really you?"
She smiled a little sad smile and softly said, "Yes, I'm really here—
but we must get busy with your music. Tonight we will write the most
beautiful piece of music the world has ever known.
And so it was, Bessie and Bill, working together again—seated at
the piano just as they used to be, side by side.

Mrs. Brody, the landlady explained it to the policeman who was
investigating the case the next morning.
"Ya' see, officer, Mr. Jackson, he gets a letter this mornin' and I
brings it up with the mornin' paper. I sees the door is kinda open so
when I knocks and gets no answer, I just walks in, and there he sits,
all slumped over the piano—drunk hisself to death, I reckon."
"He's dead all right, mam'. Funny how he's smilin', ain't it? Never
seen such a happy lookin' stiff. Who was the letter from anyway?"
"Musta' been from his wife, officer, it just says "Dearest Bill, I'm
coming home to you. All my love, Bessie."
"He never got much mail, sort of a funny duck, always real quiet
and sad-like. Why look at all this music. He must'a finished this piece
last night—ink's still wet. Say, officer, does this room smell a little
funny to you?"
"Come to think of it, it does, mam'—sort'a like roses."
As they left the room the morning paper slipped to the floor at the
dead man's feet. The headline read "TRAIN WRECK AT 2:15 A.M.
KILLS 18. Identified dead are: Mrs. Charles Withers, Miss Lucy Meyers,
Mrs. Bessie Jackson, Miss. . . .
4,
ON MAN
By Thomas D. Roberts
On considering man, what worth is he?
He's born; he dies; just to be
For a fleeting spell
One upon the earth who dwells.
He comes from out we know not where,
Returning thence, when loss of care
With silent death as carrier,
Relieves his pressed-down spirit, long
In earthly travail, weary worn
From endless strivings onward towards
Distant visioned, oft veiled goals,
The worth of which those only see
Whose tireless efforts make them free
From retarding force's weight,
Be it limit of time or space,
Or that which men may call good taste,
But in truth is nothing less
Than organized strain and stress,
Laid upon the soul of man
To bridle him and assure.
That if heights he would secure,
Lay aside he must at first
All the stymied silk of earth
Then with faith and hope on high
And love for those who with him strive
He can in, matchless spheres then dwell
With good, the true and beautiful.
(12)

INDEED DAR AM
By Cecil Beach
George stretched his feet out into the dust before him and leaned
back on one of the two-by-fours holding up the porch. He didn't lean
very hard, because he was afraid that he would pull loose the one little
nail which held the two-by-four in place. If this happened Mandy would
make him fix it back, and his morning would be ruined. It was a beautiful morning for a nap. A fellow could lie right in the sunlight, letting
it soak into his bones without getting too hot.
"George Washington Pettibone! Git up from dah! Git up you
worthless critter!"
"Huh?"
"You heard me. I say git up from dah and git down dar to de
church. You got to clean dat place up."
"Aw Mandy, I got all day t' do dat."
"Dirty as you done let that place git it'll take you all day and den
some. Now git on along 'fore I gives you some help of'n the porch wid
dis heah broom!"
"Now Mandy Ah thinks----"
"Naw yo don't George Pettibone. You knows better den dat. They
done made you custodian of de church an' I is goin' to dee dat you fulfills you duty. Now, git up and start movin!"
"Guess I might as well go on. It sho don't do me no good to argue
wid you Mandy. You is de most persistent woman I done ever come in
contact with."
"The most What?"
"What I means is that you don't give up honey. You just keeps on
and on."
"Well, it done took you long enough to find dat out. Now quit
stan'in dare waggin' yo jaw and git down to de church. You know dat
tomorrow is a special occasion. It ain't every day dat a little place like
Onionbottom church has a preacher like the Reverent Jeramiah Brown.
By de way, George, you mailed dat letter tellin' the Reverent where to
git off de train didn't you?"
"Corse I did honey. Does you think I would forgit a thing like dat?"
"Dat is exactly what I thinks. Now quit standing dar tryin' to git
me to argue wit you an' go on down to de church. I'll be down after
while to see what kind o job you done."
The official custodian of the church saw that his day was going to
be ruined either by cleaning up the church or by arguing with Mandy,
so choosing the lesser of the two evils, he hitched up his pants and started
down the road toward the Onionbottom Baptist Church. By this time
the sun had climbed toward the zenith and was no longer pleasingly
warm but totally hot. The loose dust clung to George's shoes and legs
as he scuffed his feet along the road but he did not notice. He was
thinking of all the unpleasant work represented by his new job.
"Hay—Wait up George. Where is you goin'? Wait and I'll walk
wit you."
"Oh, Hello dar Henry. How is you dis mornin'?"
(13)

"I's fine George, but what is you doin' out messin"round dis time
o' day?"
"Aw, dey dun made me de cuspidor of de church an' I got to go
clean de place up."
"Well dat won't be so much trouble George. Just sweep de place
out. Dat's all."
"Naw, Mandy says dat it's got to be extra special dis time on account
o' dis Rev. Brown what's goin' to be here tomorrow."
"Who dat?"
"Aw Henry, I know you done heard 'bout Rev. Jeremiah Brown.
He's de one what's goin' round all oved de country preachin' de same
sermon."
"Preaching de same sermon? How do he git away wit dat?"
"Well, in dis sermon, he proves positively beyond a doubt dat dar
am a hell."
"Is dat so? An' he's goin' be here tomorrow?"
"Yeah, dat's right, an' I got to go over to Centerville to meet him
when he gits off de train. I done wrote him a letter and tole him I'd
meet him dare. An' dat reminds me Henry, I ain't got no way to go over
after him. How 'bout me borrowin' your hack to go after him in."
"Why sho George! Sho! In fact I'll go over wit you in the mornin'.
I'd like to met dis preacher myself."
Sunday morning found George and Henry waiting in the Centerville
station. George's back was sore from massauging the church, and as he
tried to shift into a more comfortable position he asked, "What time is
it now Henry? Dat train better be showin' up soon."
"I think I hears it now George. Yep, here it comes."
As the train drew to a stop with a maximum of hissing and squeaking, the double welcoming committee climbed down off the hack and
started toward the one man who had alighted on the platform. Henry
said, "Dat must be him George, he's de only one what got off."
Looking closer George proclaimed, "No. No, dat ain't him nither."
"How you know?" protested Henry, "You done said you didn't
know dis heah preacher."
"But I knows dat fellow dat got off de train. He's my worthless
brother Andrew Johnson Pettibone. I ain't seen him since dey sent
him away to Atlanta."
"What dey done sent him to Atlanta fer?"
"He was too handy wid de cards. You know, de hand is quicker
dan de eye an' all dat. Only somebody's eye was purty quick."
George removed his hat and flapped it at the man who had just
alighted. "Andrew! Andrew! Hay boy, What is you doin' out heah?"
"Why hello dar brother George. How you know dat I was goin to
be on dat train? I heard dat you was livin' in some little place close to
Centerville and I was just on my way to look you up. And here you
is to meet me."
"Oh I didn't come to meet you Andrew, I come to met somebody
else. And I wonder where he could be. But how 'bout de cards Andy?
Is you leavin' dem alone now?"
"Yeah, I think I'll quid de cards fer good George and try to get into
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some other racket. Seems like every time I plays cards anymore I either
gits in trouble or I don't get no money. Like jist now, I was playin'
wit some guy and he refused to pay me count of his bein' broke. I got
even wit him though. I sho did."
"You did eh? What you done went and done to him?"
"Well ya see, he wanted to git off at Centerville here, said he had
some kind of a deal lined up. Anyway, I tole him dat Centerville was
de next stop. Now you know dat dis train don't stop no mo till it gits
clean to Memphis. So I got even wit him alright."
"Yeah you sho did Andy, dat was purty good. Ah---Say---Wait a
minute! What was dis here feller's name?"
"Les see, Brown I believes Claims to be some sort of preacher
but I didn't much believe him."
"Oh Me!"
"What's de matter wid you George? You looks like you is about
to be sick."
"I is Andy. Believe me I is. Oh how can I go back widout the
Rev. Brown?"
"You mean you was supposed to go back wid him?"
"Never mind Andy you wouldn't understand. Oh me! What is
Mandy goin' to think when I shows up widout him?"
At this point Henry, who had been silent, added a little encouragement, "I know jist exactly what she goin' to think George. She goin' to
think dat you didn't mail dat letter."
"You is right Henry. You is right. What is we goin' to do?"
"Don't say 'We'. What is YOU goin' to do?"
"You is a fine pal. Desertin' me in my hour of need. Let me see
now. I's got to do some tall thinkin'. To go back widout him is, jist
out of de question. De train is done gone so I can't possible git him
off of it. If I could only find somebody dat could Les see---Somebody
dat could Somebody dat----Andrew!"
"Who, me?"
"Yeah dat's right. Grab him Henry! Now look here Andy, you
got me into dis and you is goin' to git me out. You is goin' to explain
to dem people over in de church dat dar am goin' to be a Hell."
"I's goin' to do what?" George I don't understand what you is talking about."
"Never mind Andy, jist git up on de hack an' I'll explane de whole
thing to you on de way back. Come on Let's go. We is late already.
Shortly afterwards George, with all the dignity he possessed was introducing the Rev. Jeremiah Brown, alias Andrew Johnson Pettibone
to the congregation of Onionbottom Baptist Church. Andy was just
standing there looking wise while George spread it on thick. Finally
George said, "And now widout further Adiu or widout waitin' any
longer, here is the Rev. Brown."
Andy then stepped into the pulpit, cleared his throat, fingered the
borrowed Bible in his hand and looked out over the congregation. "Now
Brethern," he began, "I knows you has all been waitin' here fer a long
while so I will make my sermon as short as possible today, leavin' out all
but the bare essentials what is needed to prove to you dat dar am goin'
(15)

to be a Hell.
"Now to begin wid, I want to ax you all a question. You kpow dat
when de good Lord made dis here earth he made it round like a ball
don't you?—Right?"
"Well, since we is all agreed 'bout dat we will proceed. Now de
earth bein' round like a ball, de Lord put an axil right through de
middle fer it to turn on, and started it turnin'."
"De good Lord is plenty smart, and he knowed dat de axil would
need some greese to run on and so he put all of de natural oils and
greeses into dis here old world. And de world done run smooth on it's
axil all dese many years.
"But when de time come along dat we had automobiles, and we
needed oil fer dem automobiles, den we started pumpin' all dat oil out
of de ground. Dese oil men is a pumpin' it out now as fast as dey can.
Pretty soon it all is goin' to be gone. Den de axil ain't goin' to have
nothing to make it run smooth and it' goin' to start rubbin' and gettin'
hot. Won't be long 'fore it gets so hot it's goin' set de whole world on
fire And when it do, let me tell you Dat am sho goin' to be Hell."
As soon as the sermon was over George was beside the pulpit saying,
"Come on down, Andy boy, you is a success."
"What you say George."
"I say come on Reverend Brown, I think you is got a chicken dinner
to go to."
TYPES OF STUDENTS
By John A. Owen
Students can be most easily classified by their behaviour in the classroom. Upon observing any group of students it is apparent that the majority belong to three distinct types: Dreamers, Doodlers and Dreadlers.
Dreamers are easily identified by their inactivity. A good Dreamer can
sit through a one-hour lecture and never betray the fact that he is among
the living—provided there are no flies around. The Dreamers have
an easy life in that they must only sit and stare; however if this is not
done carefully the results may be disastrous. In a recent survey, more
low marks were resulting from unskilled dreaming than from any other
cause. If a Dreamer is to get ahead he must direct a raptly attentive
gaze at the instructor at all times and smile encouragingly at regular
intervals. Dreaming, even on this level, is hazardous if the professor
is given to firing questions without adequate preambles.
To belong to the second group—Doodlers—requires more activity
but less skill than the first. All that the Doodler must remember is to
keep his doodles small since long sweeping strokes are not easily confused with movements required for writing. The main advantage of
doodling is that it gives the appearance of industry. Any polite lecturer will hesitate to interrupt the obviously productive labors of a
Doodler by asking questions.
The most enterprising and versatile of all students are the Dreadlers. These students can dream or doodle with equal facility as the occasion demands. Dreadlers can adjust themselves to their environment.
Upon being thrust into the midst of a homogeneous body of Dreamers
or Doodlers, the Dreadler can doodle or dream along with the best of
them. This prevents him from ever being conspicuous and of course
that is the highest objective of all good students.
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MacCARTY GOES FREE: A BALLAD
By Betty Powell Lackey

(The Bombing of Hiroshima)
The August sun stood hot and red
Above that alien sea
The day that lightning struck Japan
And set MacCarty free.
Three years and more of slavery
Had left but half a man;
He had grown lean and bent and gray,
This soldier of Bataan.
His ribs stood out like barrel-hoops,
His mouth was a dusty crack;
Rank hunger lined his stubbled face;
His belly touched his back.
Three years and more he slaved and dreamed,
His hope a burning flame.
Three years and more he waited there,
And then, at last—they came.
The night before was sultry-still.
MacCarty tossed and turned.
His eye was dim, but in his heart
Prophetic fever burned.
When morning came, MacCarty heard
His raucous-throated warden
Hail him forth to weed the rows
Of Mitsubishi's garden.
And then he heard the siren howl.
He searched the brassy skies,
Saw one lone 'plane, and turned away
His disappointed eyes.
The "all-clear" wailed, and through the street
Some workers hastened by.
MacCarty sadly shrugged, and once
More looked into the sky.
He turned away—and looked again:
There, almost out of sight,
Against the torrid summer sky
He saw a splotch of white.
A little parachute it was
That drifted slowly down.
Scarce more than idle glance it drew
From this war-hardened town . . .
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Then through the sky from East to West
Gigantic lightning flashed.
Day turned to night and night to hell,
And walls and buildings crashed.
Flames roared across the shattered town,
And from the holocaust
A wordless wail arose—as from
The regions of the Lost.
Here lay a man, red-ribbed and still—
A livid, skinless thing.
A mother to her headless child
Did wild and witless sing.
And through the rubble—ghastly crop—
Were hands and feet upthrust;
And Lotus, Sun and Cross, alike
Lay shattered in the dust.
Thus did our valiant airmen then
Avenge Corregidor:
The vicious infant of the Jap
Would nevermore wage war.
An awkward heap, MacCarty sprawled
Beside a blasted tree.
Three years and more he slaved . . . At last
MacCarty's soul was free.
The August sun stood hot and red
Above that alien sea,
The day that lightning struck Japan
And set MacCarty free.
41,

BEAUTY
By Jim McCormack

I see a person or a view,
In life with my own eyes;
Shall we know it's beauty true,
Or ugliness in disguise.
For a thing of beauty remains to be,
Something which we must test;
For things of beauty perceived by me,
To others may not be best.
Therefore is beauty in song or dance,
As I listen with best content;
While others may wait for the chance,
For their beautiful song to be sent.
(18)

WANDERING
By Webb Salmon

Frozen village in Alsace,
Crispy peal of its church bell,
Bundled parishers dot the whiteness
And go inside and kneel.
Muddy Rhine, stained with crimson,
Flowing quietly as in shame.
Shame? No. Brave men lie 'neath you.
Saw the filth in Pigalle
And heard the wonders of L'Opera
Heard the metro at Montmarte.
Saw the naked Ei ffel Tour
And the wondrous Notre Dame.
Saw the midnight girl in Paris,
Watched her sell her love to men.
Heard her whisper there beside me,
"Soldat, couchez-avec-moi?"
Damn, Mam'selle, why are you so?"
"Beesness ees beesness," and walked away.
Saw them laud their unknown soldier,
There beneath l'Arch de Triomphe.
Saw them place a wreath upon him.
Dawn-patrolled in Heidelberg,
And climbed the mountain to the castle.
Through the hail and sleet and snow
Saw the day break with Tamarra.
Watched the wind disturb the Neckar,
And pulled my Parka up around us.
Jubilant Nice in post-war glory,
Singing, dancing, sidewalk bars,
Soldiers singing on the corner—sounds like home—
Home? Home? Where, man! Where?
Can I find it, ever? God, man! Where?
Slipped away down to the seaside
And listened there till morning.
Heard the sea that held my comrades,
Heard the foot treads of their lovers
Keeping vigil somewhere.
Kept my vigil with my comrades,
And listened there till morning.
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RETURN
By Webb Salmon
The train came to a jolting halt, and Jim Newton stepped from
the out-moded coach into the flickering midnight-light of the terminal.
He turned up the collar of his top coat against the crisp January air
and surveyed his surroundings. Nancy, France again!
The place was different now—different from what it had been in
early 1945, when Jim used to come down to the station and watch the
happy but hungry and ragged Frenchmen return by the trainloads.
Right over there between the tracks they had lined up for hot soup and
bread—hundreds of them waiting for something warm to eat. Most
of them had been forced into labor gangs and carried away. Some had
been soldiers, captured by the Germans. They were free and were coming back to their homeland. Jim would stand there and watch those
returning unfortunates, sometimes watching in silence till the wee hours
of morning. And Maria would stand beside him after her hours of
serving the hot soup were finished, and they watched together—saw
trainload after trainload come and leave. All of them had been the
same—hungry, tired, cold, and happy in a sad sort of way.
Jim had loved Maria. Like him, she was lonesome. She had not
escaped the cruelties of war. Her brother Edouard had been killed
near Saverne and his best friend Henri had been reported missing, either
dead or captured in the same battle. Henri's parents were dead, and
he and an elderly aunt had lived alone for years. Maria and Edouard
and Henri had gone to school together and to parties. Then Edouard
and Henri had left together.
Jim used to wonder, as Maria watched the trainloads of prisoners
so intently, if she was watching for Henri and the details of Edouard's
death that he would bring. When the last trainload had come and gone
she would look up at Jim and smile, and they would walk out into the
darkness and to her home. Then Jim would slip in past the hospital
guards. And the next night he would wait for Maria till she finished
her shift at the soup line. Jim had loved Maria—he'd loved that smile
every night, her dark eyes and coal-black hair. He'd loved the warm
softness of her skin in a world that was cold and hard. And the way
his lips had clung to hers that night. He hadn't told her, but she seemed
to know that he was leaving.
Jim's flesh wounds had healed quickly, and he was back with his
outfit in time to fight his way across the Rhine and on into Germany.
Then came a few months of occupation duty and soon he was home—
home without having been in Nancy again. And now, three years after
his hospitalization, he was back. Comparative quiet had replaced the
noise that he associated with the terminal. A few loiterers and late
travelers replaced the throngs that had filled the station. Only the cold
air was the same—and the unrest inside Jim.
Shouldering his worn duffle bag and carrying his suitcase in his
other hand, Jim made his way to the front of the station, where he found
a taxi housing its sleeping driver. Jim shook the cabbie gently and
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told him, "La Hotel Busby, dans la Rue Rossini." Springing instantly
into wakefulness, the driver answered, "Oui, M'seur." And within the
hour Jim was stepping out of a bath and into a clean bed—a welcome
relief from the tram cars he had slept in since leaving Marseille, down
on the Mediterranean coast.
Eight A.M. found a refreshed Jim walking down la Rue Repos.
His six-foot frame carried its 180 pounds much more agilely than it had
the night before. The tired look in his eyes had given way to one of
expectancy. His steps quickened as he neared a two-story brick house,
plainly one that had seen better days before it had been converted into
apartments—apartments that were far from elaborate or spacious.
A spindly-legged girl stepped out on the porch. She glanced at
the stranger, stared at him in unbelief, then her lanky legs sprang her
into the street and an instant later into his arms. "Jeeml," she cried.
"Jeem, Jeeml" "Why, Louisette, ma petite babee!" And he lifted her
from the ground and against his chest. 'My you've grown—I didn't
know you—you were only ten before. Here, let me look at Jim's babee!"
Then, "Louisette, where's Maria? Where is she, Louisette?" Realizing
that the girl did not understand, "Ou est Maria, Louisette?" Her laughter had stopped abruptly at the mention of Maria's name, and the smile
was gone. "Jeem, Maria is gone," Louisette told him in her own
language.
"Gone? Where?" he asked in his broken French.
"I don't know, Jeem."
"Where's her mother—Ou est Mama Rabouin?"
"Dead, Jeem. Mama Rabouin died just after you left."
"Dead, Louisette? Mama Rabouin est morte?"
"Oui, Jeem. Come inside. My Mama is here."
Inside, Louisette's mama, Madame Bourgalle, confirmed the news
that Jim had not wanted to believe. Madame Rabouine had become
ill just after Jim had gone back to the front, and died a few weeks later.
Soon afterward Maria had left, telling no one where or why she was
going—simply a note to Louisette saying that they were not to worry
about her. No one had heard from her since. Not even Louisette,
whom Maria had always loved. Maria used to let Louisette go walking
with her and Jim in the afternoons, and pretended to be jealous of the
attention Jim gave Louisette. Louisette had come to adore Jim, and
had cried when Maria told her that he was gone.
Louisette, Madame Bourgalle, and Jim talked through the morning. Finally the young man said in his broken but intelligible French,
"Louisette, Maria once told me she had relatives in Alsace. Where do
they live? Do you know their names?" The young girl shook her head
and answered, "Only 'that her uncle is M'seur Rabouin, and that he
once lived in a village near Saarunion."
"There are many farming villages in that area—very many. You
never heard her mention any one?"
"No, Jeem, I'm sorry."
By mid-afternoon Jim was on a bus destined for Saarburg. It was
a ramshackle old contraption—big and awkward, and cold. By dark,
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fresh snow had begun to fall, and twice the passengers had to unload
to push the big vehicle out of ditches where it had slipped. But midnight
found the young American registering in a Saarburg inn, and by early
morning he was tramping over a snow-packed road, headed for Saarunion. All motor transportation was snowed in. He'd traveled the
road twice before—one in an ambulance on the way to Nancy and again
in an army truck, going back to the front.
Now he rode in a wagon pulled by sturdy draft horses, and by the
time darkness had fallen on the white countryside Jim had covered some
twenty miles. The old fellow with whom he was riding insisted that
it would be useless to continue to Saarunion before morning, and he
and his wife made Jim welcome in their farm house for the night. The
three sat by the fireside long after supper, listening to the crackling
logs, resting in the warm glow that they offered, and talking on into
the night. A young man who was restless, seeking something—an old
couple who were contented, poor but at home on their land—a human
bond that was stronger than the artificialities of nationality and langguage overcame their differences and drew them together. But neither
the old gentleman nor his wife knew of a Monsieur Rabouin or of a
Mademoiselle Maria Rabouin.
Jim alternately rode and hiked until he entered Saarunion the next
afternoon. Tired and cold, he found the village tavern and inn. An
elderly man that looked more German than French stood behind the
counter that served as both the registering desk and bar. His moustache,
curled on the ends, seemed to wiggle when he said, "Bon soir!" to Jim.
Jim warmed by the stove in the center of the tavern, then ordered
a hot meal—potato soup seasoned with garlic, heavy bread, steaming
coffee and cognac. The few patrons that were in the tavern watched
him curiously from the corners of their eyes. Finally the innkeeper
brought more coffee and asked, "You are an American?"
"Oui, M'seur."
"Un soldat dans la guere?"
"Yes, M'seur; I spent several months in Alsace during the war."
Learning this, the old fellow announced it excitedly to the other
occupants. They gathered around Jim's table, and each shook his
hand. They began to talk about the war and said they seldom saw an
American soldier now. Curious as to what brought a civilian to their
section of the country, they asked polite questions. "Do you plan to
stay here, M'seur?" "What American division were you with?" "Do
you know anyone here?" In turn, Jim asked if they knew anyone named
Rabouin, but their answers were essentially the same. Some knew of
some Rubins, and one of the older men had known some Rabouins in
Saarunion thirty years ago. Still no one could give him any definite
information, try though they did. Most of the people they knew had
German names. Some of the older men there in the tavern spoke little
or no French at all, since the French language had been banned by the
Germans until after the First World War, when Alsace had once again
become French territory.
That night Jim walked about the town, trying to decide upon a
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course of action. Perhaps Marias relatives no longer lived in this area.
And if they did, he had no reason to believe that Maria would be with
them, except that she had very few kinspeople. And even if she should
be near, she was probably married by now—the war had been over almost three years, and many young Frenchmen had returned. And
there were villages in all directions from Saarunion. She might or
might not be in any one of them. "Rather hopeless search," thought
Jim.
Several days of inquiring around Saarunion gained Jime exactly
nothing. So he stored his baggage at the inn and set off afoot for La
Petite Pierre, a village about five miles distant. He carried a change
of clothing and the essential articles he would need in any army musette
bag slung across his back. This, along with the arctic boots and O.D.
clothing he wore, gave him the feeling that he was once again pushing
off on a dawn attack upon some formidable objective. Only his helmet
and rifle were missing—and the distant rumble and nearer crash of artillery.
Two days in La Petite Pierre netted Jim nothing, nor could he gain
any information in neighboring Wingen. Unwilling to accept his almost certain defeat, he tramped the snowcovered six miles to Mouter.
house, a town full of memories for/Jim. Just outside the town was the
hill where he saw Lt. Krause killed. Just below the hill was the barn
where the platoon had slept the night before its final assault on Mouterhouse, and on the edge of the village he found the house where they
had cooked a meal for the whole platoon from "liberated" chickens
and cellar supplies, and had found a worn-out recording of "My Blue
Heaven", sung by a French woman in English.
After a night in Mouterhouse Jim set out at daybreak over the
mountain to Bitche, the fortress of the Maginot Line that he had fought
for but never entered. He stopped only briefly on top of the mountain
at the spot where he had fallen three years ago, his left leg and side riddled with mortar shrapnel. He recalled that from there he begun his
long trip back to the hospital in Nancy—the trip that was responsible for
his coming again to these strange places. Jim moved on quickly down the
side of the mountain and by noon came to the edge of the city. To the left
lay the College de Bitche, and several miles to the right he knew that
the Camp de Bitche stood. Even from here he could see on the ridges
beyond the city the concrete walls of the seemingly invulnerable fortresses—reminders that this was the place where his platoon had fought
and bled and died.
When he had come from the hospital to rejoin his buddies, new
men were in the platoon. These men had replaced Doc, the frecklefaced platoon medic that had bandaged him up and stuck a needle in
him to ease the trip back down the mountain on a stretcher; and Slug,
who had a football scholarship waiting for him soon as he got home; and
they'd replaced Pop Jensen who'd talked of nothing but his kid that had
arrived just after they left the states; they'd replaced Mac and Whitey
and Louie. This damnable place had taken its toll. It'd taken four fingers
from a hand that might have given Doc respect in the field of surgery;
a plucky Slug was graduating from the state university this spring, but
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men in wheel chairs don't play football; the Jensen kid would have
food to eat and clothes to wear—damn poor compensation for a Pop he'd
never see!
Every instinct inside Jim told him to stay clear of this devil's hole.
At the forks of the road just ahead stood a sign with an arrow pointing
out of town. The sign read, NACH ROHRBACH, 11 KILOMETERS
—an invitation of escape for him, an offer to carry him from the dingy
walls of the fortresses and from the narrow streets that ran between dismal, shell-torn buildings. Down that road to Rohrbach lay open country
—country where a man could breath air that had cleansed itself after
three years. That air would not smell of the blood of his comrades; the
stench of dead men would not be held to the ground by buildings that
were damp and cold. What if Doc and Slug and Pop and Mac and
Louie did have to face this place? That was no reason why he should
have to now. But they HAD faced it. Jim turned from the road sign
and walked slowly down the narrow road into Bitche.
* * *

On a ridge on the opposite side of the city a young couple strolled
alongside one of the huge pillbox fortresses that had formerly defended
the city. Between them they helped through the snow a young fellow
who was overflowing with excess energy characteristic of his barely over
two years of living. The snow-covered hills were to him a world of
ceaseless wonder, made to play in just as long as he could keep from being carried inside. But if he was completely carefree, his older companions had more serious considerations.
"Henri?"
"Yes, Maria?"
"I wish Edouard could be here tomorrow."
"Maria, after we're married tomorrow, wouldn't you like to leave
here? The whole area around Bitche looks of war—continually reminding you of Edouard's death. Will you leave, Maria? We could still go
back to Nancy."
"I'd rather not, Henri. You and Uncle are the only people who
know the truth about little Jimmy. The people here think my husband
was killed in the war. No, it wouldn't be fair to you or to Jimmy to
go back. Not to Nancy—perhaps to another place."
"You'll be haunted by the memory of Jim so long as you're here.
You know he was wounded near Bitche."
"Henri . . . maybe we shouldn't go through with the wedding. I'm
not sure I'll ever forget Jim. He never knew about little Jimmy—I
couldn't have him come back because he was obligated to. I don't think
we're being fair to you, Henri."
"Maria.. ."
"Yes?"
"When I returned to Nancy and you were gone, I determined to
find you. I knew you wanted to know about Edouard. And when I
found you, you needed me—someone—and I needed you. My aunt in
Nancy had died. Edouard was gone. You were the only person left
that I cared about."
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"I know, Henri, but Jim. . ."
"I shan't mind sharing you with a memory. Time solves many problems, Maria."
They were nearing the bottom of the ridge and entering the town.
Maria looked up at him and smiled—a smile hauntingly like the one that
Jim used to see in the Nancy terminal.
"I suppose," she said.
Lights were beginning to flicker in the town, and little Jimmy knew
that his day was nearly over. But there would be another snow-world
tomorrow.
* *

Jim came down the stairs from his room and took a table in one .
corner of the tavern. Two dimly-burning electric bulbs, suspended from
cords in the ceiling, furnished the light. Outside, the wind was whipping
the new snow about. Every time the door opened the bulbs would swing
pendulum fashion from their cords, causing the shadows in the room
to continually jump back and forth along the floor and walls in ecstatic
mockery of the young stranger upon whom the blackness of a Bitche
night was falling. A wood-burning stove occupied the center of the
room, and about it were gathered the patrons who came in from night
to night—partly to sip at their beer mugs, but mainly to spin their yarns
that had been told again and again through the years and to exchange
the latest news. Most of the conversation was in German. A local
four-piece orchestra, with its violin, viol, trumpet, and drums, played
occasionally between beers. A few of the tunes Jim recognized—those
that had been G.I. favorites, like "J'Attendrai" and "Lili Marlene".
Jim listened quietly, drinking slowly from his cognac and steaming
black coffee.
By ten o'clock most of the local patrons had left, and Jim and the
innkeeper were alone. Jim carried his cup and glass to the counter and
had them refilled, then struck up a casual conversation with the proprietor. Upon learning that Jim had been in the battle for Bitche, the
plump little fellow poured himself a huge glass of schnapps and sat
down beside him. By supplementing Jim's limited French and German
with hand motions, they managed to make themselves understood. Finally Jim asked the same question he had asked so many times in the
past weeks. "Sir, do you know of a M'seur Rabouin near here?"
"Herr Rabouin?" the innkeeper exclaimed. "Ja, Ja wohl! Ein gutt
kamarad!" Jim took his glass from his lips and almost shouted, "Where,
M'seur! Where does he live?!? A little of his cognac splashed out on the
counter, so unsteadily was Jim holding his glass.
"Why, straight down this street," his surprised friend answered,
"then go to the end of Dinkestrasse, last house just at the edge of town."
Regaining a little of his self-control, Jim managed to stammer, "Tell
me, Sir, is there a niece living with him?"
Jim thought he had lived an eternity before the innkeeper told him,
"Why, yes—pretty little Maria. She right well deserves the fine. .
But Jim heard not another word as he jumped away from the counter and grabbed his heavy coat. Not another word did he hear until the
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phrase "They'll be married tomor. . ." registered in his mind momentarily, then slapped him straight in the face with terrific concussion.
"What are you saying, man! Who'll be married?1?" Jim demanded.
"Why like I told you, Son—Maria and Henri, early tomorrow morning. Henri is a fine young man; he'll make a good husband for Maria
—and a good provider for the baby."
By now Jim was supporting himself against the counter. He asked
weakly, "Baby, M'seur?"
"Ja, Maria's little tot—little fellow needs a father. Maria's husband
was killed in the war. Did you know them?"
Jim turned from him and climbed the staircase falteringly. In a moment he returned, his musette bag strapped across his shoulders. He
laid a bill of currency on the counter and went to the door. The little
man looked at the bill for a moment, then rushed outside after him.
"Your change, Kamarad!" he shouted.
But Jim was already disappearing into the darkness. Only the
whiteness of the snow outlined his vanishing form.
* * *
Jim walked aimlessly down the street through the darkness, was not
even aware that a person passed him on the other side of the street, going
in the direction from which he had come. He walked on and somehow
half-noticed that a street leading to the left had a sign that said DINKESTRASSE. He turned down the street, still confused and without consciously trying to collect his thoughts. Down at the end of the street
a lone light burned—the sole competitor of the snow as a source of illumination. Approaching the light, Jim realized that it was in the very
last house on the street—and that in this house was Maria. Suddenly
he had covered the thousands of miles that had separated the two of
them, and now he was within fifty yards of the answer to three years
of restlessness. But the sticky snow seemed as if it were cement, holding
his feet to the icy ground. Jim stared at the light for what seemed like
hours. Finally he managed to free his feet and advance down the street
until he was opposite the house. As if pulled by the glowing warmth of
the light, he started to cross the road to the house, when the light flickered momentarily and was gone. From across the road he watched
in confused dejection. Finally he wandered on out of town and into
the ridges that housed the fortresses where Henri and Maria and Jimmy '
had walked only that evening.
•

* *

The person who had passed Jim had continued up the street until
he came to the tavern. He flung open the door and entered. "Good
evening, Herr Hegel. Open rather late tonight, aren't you?"
"Yes, Henri—come in."
"I was on my way home from Maria's. Thought I'd drop in to
warm and for a glass of schnapps."
"Henri. . ."
"Yes?"
"The most peculiar thing just happened here."
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"You seem to be upset, Sir—can I help?"
"Henri, a young American just left here—he was asking about
Maria."
"What! About Maria?!?"
"Yes, he. . . "
"Quick, Sir—who was he?"
"Fellow named Newton," the innkeeper said, going to his guest
register. "See, he signed for his room here. `J. Newton'."
But at the word "Newton" Henri had bounded to the door, and
when Herr Hegel looked up from his register he found himself alone
in the tavern. Shrugging his shoulders, he reached to switch off the
lights. On second thought, he decided he needed the glass of schnapps
Henri had left untouched on the bar. So he set down with his bewildered
thoughts and his schnapps.
Henri had gone half way down Dinkestrasse before he saw Jim
standing staring at the light. He halted in the shadow of a roadside
tree and waited to determine Jim's intentions. While Jim was watching
in confusion, Henri was having a terrific struggle within himself. Just
when he was to wed the only person in the world whom he cared for,
this man was to wreck all his hopes. He couldn't allow it! It would
be simple for him to go to Jim now and explain that he and Maria
were to be married at sunrise tomorrow. If that failed he could even
tell Jim that he, Henri, was the father of Maria's child. If Jim cared
for Maria, he would leave without her knowing he had been there. But
what about Maria? She still loved Jim—Jim was the father of her child.
Surely it was right for them to be together. He'd go to Jim now, and
they'd go to Maria together. That's the way it had to be. Henri forced
himself to begin the forty or so yards toward Jim, the longest and hardest
forty yards he'd ever have to travel. Just then he saw Jim start across
the road to the light, and an instant later Henri saw the light go out
and saw Jim halt. He too stopped, trying to make himself go on to
Jim. He waited, and waited, and waited, and felt relieved to see Jim
turn toward the ridges and leave. Jim was leaving. He and Maria
would be married and gone on their wedding trip before the innkeeper's
story got to Maria. They could take little Jimmy with them, not come
back to Bitche, and Maria need never know about Jim. Henri watched
until long after the darkness had hidden Jim among the ridges. Finally
he turned and again made his way homeward. When he passed the
tavern all the lights were out and all was quiet. No one would hear
Herr Hegel's story till morning.
* • *

When Jim had rejoined his outfit after leaving the hospital in Nancy
he'd heard the fellows talk hour after hour of the pillbox forts of Bitche.
He'd studied them on maps until he felt that he knew each emplacement
intimately. He must have gone a half mile northward into the ridges
when a huge gray form, capped with white snow on top, presented itself. "Fort Ramstein," Jim thought. Then he murmured, "And they'll
be married tomorrow morning." For no reason at all Jim turned eastward. Another half mile and he came upon Fort Otterbeil. "This is
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where Pop Jensen got it," he said to himself. "Hell of a place for a
man to die—never saw his kid." Leaving the place, Jim crawled through
some barbed wire that was still standing, still futilely determined to stop
intruding armies. "And Maria has a kid." Gradually his thoughts began
to assemble themselves, came together piece by piece until they began to
comprehend, vaguely at the best, the situation. "His daddy killed in the
war. Daddy, hell! She never had a husband!—Henri must know that
if he went back to Nancy. Maybe he got there before she left—maybe
that's why they both happen to be here."
Jim walked on into the darkness trying to better collect his thoughts.
He passed other Moginot Line forts and then came upon the ruins of
Camp de Bitche itself. "So this is the place, huh? They said Whitey
got it here. Good kid, that Whitey." The camp was the picture of
isolation itself. Snow had blown through the holes in the sides of the
barracks. Most of the roofs had been knocked in by heavy artillery.
Nothing there but ruins, and snow, and darkness, and Jim. Would
the feeling of death never leave the place?--three years, and it was still
here. Maybe the spirits of those torn bodies had stayed here to camp
together—at least the spirits of men who had killed each other could
live together in peace. They could find no more fitting place.
He wandered out one of the side streets and southwestward into
the woods that surrounded the camp. "But that's not like Maria—not
like her at all." Another mile or so through the woods and snow, and
again to himself, "That last night in Nancy. Maybe—no, it couldn't be
—she'd have let him know someway."
Gradually the night began to lift itself and give way to a semi-light.
Soon Jim came to the edge of the trees and was surprised to see in front
of him the road sign reading, NACH RAHRBACH, 11 KILOMETERS,
with the arrow pointing away from Bitche. He realized that he had
made a complete semi-circle since he left the light at Maria's house hours
ago, and that he was now on the opposite side of Bitche, exactly where
he had entered yesterday. There stood the sign, as if in mockery of
Jim, the arrow pointing toward Rohrbach, down the road that yesterday his very being had told him to take. For the first time since leaving
Maria's, Jim turned in a definite direction. Deliberately ignoring both
Bitche and the sign, he turned from them and headed up the mountain
trail, the same trail which he had come down the day before.
* * *

In the town a nervous and miserable Henri was leaving home foi
Maria's house. Soon the village church bell would begin its tolling,
announcing that the hour for the marriage was at hand. He tried to
console himself with the thought, "In just an hour, Henri, maybe less,
she'll be yours; it'll be done and nothing can ever undo it." As he
started down the main street he saw several villagers leaving their homes
and making their way to the church. Herr Hegel stood in the doorway
at the inn, wishing each of the passerby a good morning. Henri turned
down the next side street and by-passed the inn and the church.
Monsieur Rabouin, Maria, and Jimmy were awaiting him at their
home. Maria looked prettier than ever, giving her modest but immacu-
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late blue dress the miem of a queenly robe. Her coal-black hair seemed
darker than ever, framing the whiteness of her face. Her dark eyes
were smiling—that same smile that Jim had seen so of ten in the Nancy
terminal. Up the street in the church belfry, the bell began its sounding,
telling the villagers that the service was soon to begin. "Only a few more
minutes," Henri told himself, "and it'll be over."
Little Jimmy, his long wool stockings meeting the short pants of his
trim black suit, grinned up at Henri—a simple, completely confiding
grin that only a child, unschooled in the ways of man, can give. Henri
knealt to pick Jimmy up, hesitated, and continued to look into the
little fellow's trusting face. Henri rose, and said uncertainly, "Maria—
Maria, dear."
"Yes, Henri?'
Then more sure of himself, he said slowly and deliberately, "Jim
was here last night, Maria. I'm sure he'd come for you. Knowing this,
I wouldn't marry you for all the land in Alsace."
Maria looked at him in silent amazement, trying to comprehend the
words he had just spoken.
"I saw him go into the ridges late last night", Henri finished.
Only the clanging of the bell disturbed the motionless air. Maria
squeezed Henri in silence, as the tears washed away the sadness of her
countenance and supplemented it with a smile so sparkling with brilliance that the glistening snow seemed to fade into dullness in comparison. Then she released him and half stumbled, half flew through
the snow toward the northward ridges shouting, "Jim!! Jim!!"
* * •

From the top of the mountain far to the south Jim heard the last
clang of the church bell resound through the recesses of the mountain
valleys. He looked for a long moment at the spot where Doc had
lifted him onto the stretcher, then followed again the trail down the
mountain to Mouterhouse.

FULFILLMENT
By Betty Powell Lackey
Strange and beautiful it is
How our love has grown:
Sown in Passion,
Matured in Understanding,
And Fruitful in
Our mutual quest for God.
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LIGHT OF THE WORLD
By Jean Couch

Warm, shimmering candles
In a dark chapel:
Sweet, burning Light
Searches the shadows.
Tall, white candles flickering
In the groping fingers of green ivy:
Twinkling fireflies
Quivering in a green forest.
I am a part of the Light—
That perfect Light in the darkness.
I tremble in the dark uncertainty,
But the Light burns high and strong.
"He that followeth me
Shall not walk in darkness,
But shall have the light of life."
The shadows surround me,
But I am not alone.
•

4:4

LIFE CHANT
By Doris Chapman

Sorrow is the deep abiding
In the ever onward gliding
Of the forward slipping, sliding
Stream of life.
Joy is but a light illusion,
Ecstacy the great delusion,
Gaiety a bright confusion
On the surface.
Bliss is brief and ever shallow;
Deep and lasting is the shadow
Left by pleasure on the narrow
Span of living.
Fair folk, if my song of sadness
Seems to rant almost to madness
And displays a dearth of gladness,
That's all right.
For though now I sing of sorrow,
I am certain that tomorrow
I shall read these lines with horror.
Such is life.
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MARCH
By Betty Powell Lackey

I cannot bear that March should come again,
With gray-gold days and wet and windy nights.
Around the cornices the winds complain
And wayward rains distort the corner-lights.
At night, Death comes in the disconsolate winds
And jars the window-sash
With wet, impatient fingers,
Seeking where he shall enter . . .
At night Death wails in the unhappy winds,
Bemoaning his hungriness.
In the wet winds he wails—
Softly at first,
Then in a spiraling crescendo of complaint,
Drowning all thoughts, all sounds,
Silencing the waning breath inside . . .
A pane bends
And shatters . . . rain spatters
The inner sill . . .
The wind is gone and Death is gone—
And You are gone.
I cannot bear that March should come again,
That Death should come and go—and I remain.
Boa
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MOON HAUNT
By Ted Kopkin

The ghastly moon haunts the night
and laughs at the puffed world ball
threshes its bleak silver
on the backs of dark rivers
draws sighs from lovers
leaning over cold iron railings
A round and gleaming ice wafer
chilling the marrow of a thought
and wringing shivers from pale worshippers
Yesterday was bright and hot on cubed stone buildings
but tonight rustling trees whimper,
weeping dead leaves for the Sun.
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LIBRARY INSOMNIAC
By Bob Lees
With my assignment under my arm, I approached the "Squeaking
Door" as a mouse might approach the yawning jaws of a lion.
Suddenly out of the door, an onrush of hysterical, screaming
students came running and completely trampled me in their desperate
attempt to escape the what seemingly appeared to be the "Gates of Hell".
Picking myself up, spirit and confidence only slightly daunted,
opened the wide doors and crossed the threshold of the—Public Library,
Once inside the outer hall, a great sign loomed before me—"No
Smoking or Conversation in this Library." Well, the "No Smoking"
didn't particularly throw me, since only last month the Legion of
Decency had pronounced me a self-made man. You see, I no longer
smoke, drink, pet, chew, dip, cuss, or fuss. Well believe me, this was
sacrifice enough, but talking—up until this tragic moment—had always
seemed to me a necessary evil.
Wondering if the Braille System was applicable to this institution,
I threw open another door, but unfortunately I threw it open with such
force that a well meaning librarian was catapulted to a near-by chandelier, and there she hung by her teeth until I presented my library card.
Cursing me in tones inaudible, and waiting for an opening, she
accepted my card, piled my arms high with books, then finding me
completely defenseless, gently but discreetly tripped me. Then as
proof of further physical prowess, she doubled me into a terrific halfnelson, placed a band-aid over my mouth, and threw me bodily into the
reference room.
When I awoke, I found myself in a room filled with many books
and perverted people. Seeing an old friend lying prone in an opposite
corner, I joyously exclaimed a salutation. But alas, there was no reply
—poor kid, she was completely gone, the victim and silent partner of
scholarly pursuits. The orderlies finally came and took her away.
After such a harrowing experience, I could no longer endure the
three walls of the reference room. You see, the fourth wall had been
removed for indirect lighting.
Thus, leaving the reference room to collapse, I queried a twoheaded librarian as to the location of the stacks. After a period of
silent deliberation, she rendered me a map, a box of K rations, a first-aid
kit, and turned me loose with her favorite St. Bernard.
Before entering the Stacks, we were compelled to go thru the
safety Lane. I came through with flying colors, but the St. Bernard
was apprehended for parking too close to a fireplug.
I rushed to the Stack Entrance and bought my ticket, just five
minutes before evening prices went into effect.
Fully prepared for anything, I entered the Stacks, only to find that
there was "Standing Room Only." A trifle let-down and aware of the
odds against me, I finally found the 808-B's. They were between the
808-A's and the 808-C's. Scoffing at the inadequacy of their alphabetizing system, I decided to do a little research work. Thus, taking down
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a copy of "Forever Amber" and using it for a hot plate, I heated me a
can of Alphabet Soup and learned to spell Czechoslovakia. Thoroughly
refreshed, but still skeptical, I continued my sojourn through the stacks.
But while waiting for a stop signal, the President of the Libraries
of America approached me and presented me with an orchid for safety,
a Blue-Cross Insurance Plan, and a document citing me as the Pedestrian
of the Week.
Traveling onward with the price of fame forecast in my mind, I
discarded all inhibitions, feverishly autographed all books by unknown
authors, modestly read and rewrote the "Book of the Month", and after
hours of deep concentration mastered the "Kinsey Report."
But alas, soon the seeds of success which I had so carfully sown, became dispersed, and I found myself lost, wandering alone and broken
in the stacks. As fate would have it—"the books were stacked against me."
After hours of frantic searching, I came to the somewhat delayed
conclusion that I had been abandoned, a sacrifice and victim to the
Stacks. But wait.. .
Frantically, I groped for my only avenue of escape—the map, but
alas, it wasn't a map at all, just a recipe for mush-meal muffins and some
new names for the pyramid club. Jeopardizing the pyramid club and
my own honor, I placed my name in the number one position, and decided that life held some reward after all. Had I known then, that I
was to be paid off in Mush, I would probably have chosen death in the
Stacks. That's right, I am now the sole owner and proud possessor of
1,000 Mush-Meal Muffins! Thank you, Aunt Jemima!
Shouting Mush, and mounting the bodies of some earlier martyrs,
I finally made my way to the topmost rung of the Stacks. Once there,
I enjoyed overwhelming success through sheer determination. Thus,
three hours, six birdcalls, and a bon-fire later, I was rescued by a wellstacked welfare worker and a Blonde Bookworm who offered to help
me worm my way through college, provided the Biology Department
would endorse me.
Placing me in an iron lung, they wheeled me to the front office
for my release. A warm reception awaited me within these walls. Yes
indeed! In fact as I entered the door the library staff rushed forward
with a pot of boiling water to throw in my face. Laughing this off as
a joke, they then placed my head into the Mix-Master. Yes sir, I'm
probably the only boy today with a head like crushed pineapple. Then
a lady wrestler seized me, broke both my arms, tied my legs up in granny
knots, and used my skull for an ashtray.
Then to further prove that there were no hard feelings, a snap of
the finger summoned a bouncer to show me to the door. But unfortunately bouncing boy misinterpreted his instructions, and . . . instead
of being shown to the door, I was thrown through the door. No other
boy can make that statement!
But before taking leave of the library staff, they presented me with
a box of snickers, a new library card, and a Toni Home Permanent.
Then to the strains of "Till we Meet Again" they cracked a bottle of
champagne over my head and sent me out to buy a copy of "The
Snake Pit."
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VALUES
By Jim McCormack

A girl, a boy, and love makes three,
Laughing in joyous return;
Talking of things that are to be,
This value we all should learn.
The thoughts we cherish for so long,
Are the experiences we gain;
Through having friendship very strong,
And sharing others' pain.

SOLITUDE
By Betty Powell Lackey

I cannot say what man I might have been
Had I not lived alone.
My sombre fields reach out into the night,
Half-furrowed and half-sown.
My garden-plot has not been touched at all
And lies—quite overgrown.
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SECRET
By Doris Chapman

I have a fragile treasure, delicate and rare,
hidden in the black-feather darkness of a
secluded cave.
It is my love for you.
Let me not see that your eyes have pierced
the gloom of the cavern and have looked with
pleasure upon my hidden joy.
My heart is not tempered to happiness.
(35)

WHIMSEY
By Doris Chapman

In the lonely dark of night
I fain would find thee, love.
There is no light
That shines so bright
With glow of red
And ray of white
As would my dead
Heart should I sight
Thee in the night,
The lonely night, my love.

AMBITION
By Jim McCormack

What is this thing which makes us yearn,
To find in life a large return?
For working in our daily realm,
Trying for goals but missing them.
The things we at the present want,
We seek to attain but always don't.
For after we reach our goal of will,
We set our standards higher still.
In climbing our ambition road,
We find a much more lighter load;
And so with climbing we believe,
A higher goal we might achieve.

SOLUTION
By Doris Chapman

That I should be.
That I should be here and now.
That I should be conscious of being.
That I should know the joy of being.
This moment.
One moment.
Is it not enough?
Is it not all?
(36)

SILENT PARTNER
By Lynn Daniel
Joe Pack mechanically swept the bits of waste paper and dust that
had gathered on the cream, tile floor around the thick persian carpet.
He could go home now. The outer office had been swept, dusted, and
the carpet vacuumed except for the place in front of the desk. It was
worn and always had to be swept too. Joe placed the dustpan and
broom neatly beside the vacuum cleaner and oil mop in the janitor's
closet, closed the door quietly, and turned to view the private office of
Thomas M. Malinder, Enterprises, Inc. He could go home now, but
instead he shifted to the door, peeked cautiously out at the empty outside office, closed it, and stood looking about the office as if it were the
first time he had ever seen inside it. He walked to the high double
windows and fingered the royal blue drapes, letting the gold fringe slide
through his hands. Then standing in front of the desk, he made gestures with his arms as if trying to measure its seemingly immense width.
Throwing his shoulders back, he walked cockily to the back of the desk
and sat down in the spongy, springing, private chair of Thomas M.
Malinder. He pushed a button on the office communicator. "Send in
Mrs. Green." Joe's voice was gruff and shakey. He began scribbling
on a scratch pad. "Good afternoon, Mrs. Green. I'm Joseph Winton
Pack." He stretched his hand across the desk to an imaginary hand of
Mrs. Green. "Sit down, Mrs. Green, and tell me what we can do for
you. Uh-huh, you say your husband was killed while riding one of
our busses. And you only want us to confirm it so you can collect the
insurance. Well, of course. I'm sure you do need it too." Joe scribbled
on the scratch pad again, tore off the first sheet, and rising, thrust his
hand over the desk with the paper. "Here you are Mrs. Green." He
held it out for a moment, then slowly lowered it, standing behind the
desk with his eyes resting upon the blotted ink pad. After a few moments
he turned, opened the closet door, and pulled a greasy, elboeless, coat
from a hanger.
Joe walked slowly along in the cool twilight air, one hand thrust
into his pocket, feeling the page of the scratch pad. On the corner of
the delicatessen, he dropped it into the waste can, and muttered to
himself, "Two hundred and seventy-nine."
Joe liked the suppers his wife cooked. He always called them
"good christian suppers." Tonight there was ham-hock, dumplings, hot
biscuit, coffee, and banana pudding. Joe squirmed as he shoveled the
dumplings on a stained fork, and gulped them down. Mamie never
ate when he did. She would sit watching him, looking wide-eyed and
glowing, as if everyday it was a special honor that he would eat what
she had prepared. This made him feel uncomfortable, but he would
continue to consume fork after fork of this 'good christian food', only
pausing long enough every few minutes to say, "Good, Mamie, good.
A real christian supper." She would smile at him, rather embarrassed,
then keep her head lowered until she thought he wasn't looking at her.
Mr. Malinder and his secretary always got to the office before Joe
did in the mornings, because he was always the last one to leave. His
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first job when he got there in the mornings was to take the letters to
the postoffice to be mailed. Joe gathered the letters off the outside
desk, and started toward the door.
"Hi Joe." A man with dirty work trousers, soiled plaid shirt, and
a tired face, was sitting on the waiting bench and smiling at Joe as
he spoke.
"Bert, what you doing here?"
"Mortgage is up on the house, Joe, and I can't pay."
"Mr. Malinder will see you now, Mr. Dennis. Wait a minute Joe,
I'll have another letter ready for you to take."
Joe placed the letters back on the desk, and watched Bert go into
Mr. Malinder's office. "That's okay, I'll take them later, I forgot to
dust in the private office this morning." He quietly opened the door,
and slipped around the side of the room to the janitor's closet.
He got a dust cloth off one of the shelves, and began to dust the
window playfully. Although his back was turned to Bert and Mr.
Malinder, he knew that Mr. Malinder was puffing on a cigar and talking
around it.
"No listen to me Dennis. I've renewed that mortgage three times,
and haven't seen the money yet. I'm not running a charity house; be
out of the house at midnight. That's all Dennis." Mr. Malinder puffed
laboriously at the stubby cigar, and stared at Bert.
"But Mr. Malinder, I can't find regular work. I've tried---" he saw
Joe dusting the window, "ask Joe, he knows I've tried to find work,
don't you Joe?"
Joe clutched the dusting cloth tighter, started to turn, but continued
to dust with shakey hands.
"I said that's all, Dennis." Mr. Malinder drummed his fingers on
the ink pad.
Bert moved slowly toward the door. Almost there, he started to
turn, as if for one more final plea, but decided to keep going.
It was late afternoon before Joe had time to take the money to the
bank for night deposit. The outer office was empty when he came
back, and on entering Mr. Malinder's office, he found it empty also.
He vacuumed the two rugs, swept around them, and oil-mopped the
tile. After carefully putting the vacuum and broom in their regular
places, he walked to the high windows and fingered the royal-blue drapes,
letting the gold fringe slide through his hands. Then he walked to the
desk, and sat down in Mr. Malinder's spongy, private chair. He began
scribbling on the scratch pad. "Send Mr. Bert Dennis in", he said,
pushing a button on the office communicator.
"Come in Mr. Dennis. We're always glad to see good men like you.
Now tell me what we can do for you. --h-mn----You say the mortgage is
up again on your place. Why I hadn't even given it a thought. Well
let's see . . . . "
"Joe!! What are you doing sitting in my chair." Mr. Malinder
stared angrily at Joe.
"Why Mr. Malinder . . . why . . uh . . . I thought you was gone
for the day."
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"You dirty bastard . . . get out from behind that desk. Give a
tramp an inch and he'll take a mile."
Joe fingered the silver-handled pocket knife in his right pocket.
"Don't speak to me that way Mr. Malinder, you done enough people
dirty in your life."
"Get out of here, you're fired."
Joe started toward the door, and Mr. Malinder swung at him
with a book he was holding in his hands. Joe dodged and drew the
knife from his pocket quickly, opened it, and swung blindly. He felt
it sink deep into soft flesh. Withdrawing it, he stabbed again and again,
following Mr. Malinder's body as it sank to the floor.
"There . . . . there!! Two hundred and seventy-nine you've done
dirty, Mr. Malinder, not counting Bert. I always fixed 'em up right
after you left and I got the sweeping done." He grabbed the bloodstained coat and dragged Mr. Malinder to the window, laying his head
against the royal-blue drapes. Wiping the silver-handled knife on his
pants, he walked back to the desk.
"Now Bert, as I was saying, we'll renew that mortgage for you, just
as many times as you want. . . oh, that's okay Bert. . . forget it. This
business wants to do people right." He held a page of the scratch pad
across the desk, then lowered his hand, and thrust the page into his
pocket.
On the corner of the delicatessen he dropped the page into the
waste can and muttered to himself, "Two hundred and eighty."
Tonight, Mamie had bologna, cream gravy, hot biscuits, coffee,
and lemon pie. Between bites, Joe would glance up at her and say,
"Good Mamie, Good. A real christian supper."
Mamie's face would flush, and she would have to lower her head
until he went back to eating again.

RETURN
By B. P. Williamson
If when the veil is drawn
And I shall account for all,
Alone and silent I must stand
While the sculptor views his work,
The flaws are many, the marble faded—
The brief journ has left deep scars—
Ugly reminders of the fierce battle.
But now the conflict is ended
Though purpose still obscure, and I
With weary limb, shall lie down to rest.
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THE AGED CROSS
By Ted Kopkin

The virile voice melody
Consumed by the fat years
Is an echo clanging on gray walls
Now is the time of hollow words
Frayed words
Drooped words
Coming from an empty mouth
Which smarts from the bitter change
Of wine to vinegar
The old skeleton
Clothed in a bag of shriveled skin
Rages.
He welters through harangues
Rattling bare jaw bones
He rumbles through decayed teeth
And yet . . . and yet
Before this spine was pinched and white
Timelessly wasted by the acid years
Eating pink flesh
When he was clean and full of music
When he could smile through warm brown eyes
And offer magnetic white hands
(only lightly etched with blue)
To aid the weak and warped and doddering
To aid those who were in tears
And those whose tears had run dry
White hands in a dark world!
Now so wrung so gnarled and so blue
The practising is abandoned
Only the preaching remains
. . . only the preaching remains
Gone is the blessing of a burning peace
Gone is the hope of jeweled flame
Now the mute wooden arms
Are witness to
The frayed words and phrases
Wrapped around tight little vacuums
The sound is there
The fury is there
But gone is the galvanic humility
Banished
Vanished is the read heart-flame of Love.
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HOW TO PLAY A PRACTICAL JOKE
By Fred M. Arnold, Jr.
A sense of humor is a priceless possession. If you are endowed with
this valuable sixth sense to any noticeable degree, you doubtlessly find
at times a desire to satisfy your appetite for humor with a good practical
joke—on someone else, of course. But to play a good practical joke—
that is, one that is worthy of your time and interest—is not easy. It
requires great restraint and consideration.
The term "practical joke" as applied to the tragic sort of mischief
usually called by that name is a fallacy. Actually the form is not
practical; neither is it a joke. It is merely the diabotical attempt of
some ghoulish humorist to amuse himself at the expense of gullible innocents. He is a cheater and no less a thief, presumptuously sponging
on your patience and openly robbing you of your good temper for his
own satisfaction; therefore, if you are to master the delicate art of playing a practical joke, you must avoid becoming one of the species of
jokers so malevolent and so prevalent. Of course these creatures do
not have the sixth sense of humor; in fact most of them do not even
have the fundamental five.
The first type is Species Anonymous Telephonus. The habits of
this creature are very rare. He is usually dormant during a large portion of the day and on the prowl at night. His whole schedule is rearranged because of a petty whim. He sits by his telephone and calls
all the numbers he can and reaches you about two A.M. You are
dreawing peacefully when the irritating jangle of the telephone cuts
harsh gashes in the air, and your beautiful dream vanishes—poof. You
strain to regain consciousness as the incessant grating clangs mercilessly.
It is dark, still, and cold. You get out of bed at the summons of every
drop of willpower you have left, and with a blanket around you, head
for what you think might be the direction of the telephone. Usually
it isn't; instead you walk headlong into the bookcase and cringe as it
comes crashing to the floor, with fragments' of glass and hundreds of
books pounding on top of you. You rise quickly; the jangling insists.
You feel along the wall for the light switch you know was there when
you went to bed. But it isn't now. Still the ringing. Somehow your
hand grasps the receiver and you say irritably, "Hello".
"Is this the acquarium?"
You storm a vehement "NO" and feel your way back to bed. But
there is no more sleeping for you tonight. You just can't seem to get
off somehow. Maybe it is the bookcase you are worrying about. Anyway you just writhe until daylight in a cold sweat and mortal agony.
Meanwhile the Anonymous Telephonus derives a sort of vicarious
pleasure by imagining your despair.
Related very closely to this type is Species Anonymous Halloweenus,
who prowls only one night out of the year and is, therefore, quite easily
trapped. He soaps his victims' windows, steals their garbage cans, paints
out the letters on their mailboxes, and dumps confetti on their porches,
emitting all the while low, gutteral sounds like: "Thisullgettern . . .
Thisullgettem. . . ."
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Next we have (and we wish we didn't) Species Aqua Squirtus. He
is purely a marine mammal, inhabiting mostly bars, cafeterias, drinking
fountains, and public gatherings, who drowns his victims with cold
sprays and tepid puddles of water. His bite is seldom fatal, though
usually embarrissing. His favorite versions and diversions consist of
putting a cup of hot water in each of the seats in the public library so
that when the bookworm sits down a shrill scream instantly pierces the
"COMPLETE SILENCE MUST BE MAINTAINED" sign. Squirting
you in the eye when you sniff his lapel flower or admire his ring; putting
a bucket of water over the door to splash on you when you enter a room.
More slithering devils pouring ice water down old ladies' backs. He is
also the inventor of the dribble glass, which dribbles water down your
sleeve when you drink from it. He is sloshing, oozing, spraying, squirting, dripping, and drooling with water, water, water, water, water; and
so are you if you have the misfortune to meet him.
The third type is Species Chronic Gimmicki-Trickibus, a mongrel
breed. This low form of life embodies all the little mechanical devices
manufactured by the novelty houses at terrific waste of time and money
for the purpose of vexing people. He becomes a walking collection of
various gimmicks (springs, wires, gears, and buzzers) that cause everyone
to flee from him when they see him coming; for he is always, perpetually,
incessently, and forever springing a new gadget. He delights in offering
you a cigarette that jumps at you and later explodes in your face, a match
that won't light, a pencil that won't write, chewing gum flavored with
hot pepper, and delicious-looking chocolate candy filled with garlic. If
you shake hands with him, a buzzer in his palm shocks you. He
sprinkles the air with itching powder or sneezing powder that leaves you
far from jocund. After filling the room with foul-smelling solutions,
he laughs exultantly at his victims' suffocation, while he, strangely
enough, seems either to be immune to the odor or to be stubbornly willing to stiffle himself in order to nauseate others. He offers the naive soul
a lump of sugar that will not under any amount of persuasion either sink
or dissolve in his coffee. An endless variety of gadgets are at his disposal.
He is not to be trusted; only to be avoided.
Another species, the Fiendus Ingenious Agravatiae, is a non-gadgetbearing animal whose protective exterior blends so well with his surroundings that the victim never suspects him until he is pounced upon.
This creature does not rely on mechanical gimmicks to trap his prey,
but rather on his own ingenuity, and can conceive subtle and treacherous
plots out of his own imagination and whatever circumstances present
themselves. His major inventions include; putting a mouse in his great
grandmother's stocking and molasses in her hair, putting sand in your
canteen before a long hike, and tying your shoelaces together at a formal
dance. He is also fond of sneaking into a meeting of the ladies club
to tie the belt of Madame President's evening gown to her chair so that
when she arises to speak, her chair will do likewise. The hotfoot, of
course, is his specialty.
Finally, and most dangerous of all, is Species Serious Brutalia.
This vicious monster is not content to play the little annoying pranks of
the other creatures. He wants to do something ferocious. He stalks
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his prey with venomous and savage cruelty and is in the stage immediately preceding that of executioners, concentration camp masters,
and school teachers. His Golden Rule is "Do unto others as I would
have me do unto them." Usually attacking in small herds for support
and protection, he drags his prey by violence into a car, blindfolds him,
takes him far outside the city limits to a lonesome country road, and
dumps him, fiendishly gloating over the imagined difficulty the prey
will have finding his way home (if he ever does). Then again he may
tie someone in a cemetery to spend a winter's night, ignoring the probability of resulting quadruple pneumonia. Also a contribution to degradation is placing the victim's bed while he is asleep out on the edge
of the roof of his twelfth story apartment; then if the victim happens to
get up on the wrong side of the bed, and sleepily splatters all over the
pavement. the joker catches the next bus for. Sing Sing. Throwing
rotten eggs into passing cars and greasing streetcar tracks falls under his
supervision. He is deadly; what he calls a practical joke is murder the
hard way.
What, then, does constitute a good practical joke? First, it must
be amusing to the victim as well as the joker; however, it is equally as
hard to find an individual who enjoys being irritated as to find one who
gets pleasure out of amusing another. Therefore, you must choose the
victim with care so that you do not pick an over-sensitive person, but a
jolly, good-natured soul who can laugh at his own awkwardness; and you
must restrain yourself from taxing his patience without representation,
for even the most jolly have been known to become ferocious in the face
of one of the six previously mentioned types. Second, it must be
practical—an appropriate portion of your time-energy-money budget.
Consequently, if it is practical, and if it is a joke, it must follow
that it is a practical joke, although as such the relative value in proportion to almost any other endeavor is very minute.
♦ • *

EYES FOR DARKNESS

By Ted Kopkin
I wash my eyes in the darkness
In the cool deep-welling darkness
No aching glare of electrons on fire
No biting light from the sun's molten heart
I wash my eyes in the darkness
The soft wind of darkness
From which these eyes of pain once came
To which these eyes of sorrow will return
The quiet wind of fresh-blown darkness
Welling deeply, eternally out of the night.
(43)

BROWN
By Doris Chapman
"Do you know what I think I would rather do than anything else?"
"No, what?" Big-eyed with admiration I looked up at Brown, wondering what unique career could possibly be exciting enough to be interesting to him.
"I would rather be a pool-room bum than anything else I can
think of."
In the dim light that shone from the street lamp oni the corner I
looked at Brown closely, searching his face for a glint of humour that
would place a light interpretation on his statement. Finding his expression completely serious and even a little bitter, I could only ask
another question, "Why do you say that?"
Up to this point I had followed Brown's reasoning with the sympathetic attention of a kindred soul, but I could not grasp the logic of
this last statement.
"A pool-room bum has no troubles nor worries; he lives for the
moment, not worrying about the future; and he does just what he wants
to do and doesn't care what the world thinks about him." Brown verbally listed his reasons for thinking a pool-room bum an ideal character,
but I still was not convinced.
"How does he eat?" I wanted to know. "It takes money to buy
food."
He had an answer to this too. "He gambles," Brown said. "When
he loses all his money he borrows more and keeps on playing until he
wins again."
Brown's radical, fatalistic philosophy interested me, and I stood
still waiting to hear more. I had been hurrying along a down-town
sidewalk when I met Brown, and recognizing him as a student in an
evening class I was attending at the University, I stopped to talk with
him about the class. Our conversation turned to our jobs—he was a
clerk in a bank and I a stenographer for an insurance company—and
when I asked him if he was preparing for a career in banking, he answered an explosive "No" and let loose an avalanche of philosophic
commentary on the horrors of a routine office existence. This had led up
to the statement that he wanted to be a pool-room bum.
"People don't do the things they really want to do," Brown talked
on. He was a tall, husky fellow about my own age, twenty three or four,
and he wore a perpetually sullen expression that I was now beginning to
understand. "They slide into a secure little rut," he continued, "and
then job along half content but afraid to climb out."
"That's right," I agreed. "I've been wanting to go to college full
time since I got out of high school four years ago, but I've always been
afraid that if I didn't keep my good, steady job I might starve."
"Statistics show that few people actually starve." Brown spoke authoritatively although he did not reveal the source of his information.
"Do you know anyone who actually died of starvation?" he asked.
I thought a moment and answered truthfully, "No."
"You're just like everyone else, afraid," Brown told me. "Now take
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Oscar Wilde—there was a man who dared to be different, who wasn't
afraid to do the things he wanted. Of course society condemned him for
his individualism." Brown was talking enthusiastically in positive admiration. "I'd like to be just like Oscar Wilde," he declared.
I was totally unfamiliar with Oscar Wilde, his literary career and
persecutions, but after hearing him highly eulogized for another fifteen
or twenty minutes, I left Brown determined that I would go to the public library the next afternoon and get further information on the writer.
I wanted to discover for myself the characteristics that made him the
one steadfast star in Brown's chaotic universe. "I really don't know
what I want to do," Brown had finally admitted. I don't know what I
want to do or what I want to be. I'm just wandering."
I did not find much to admire in the aesthetic Oscar. Digging into
his brilliantly caustic epigrams occasionally I would think I had discovered a nugget of pure gold, but the refining process of thought and
consideration usually showed it to be fool's gold.
"The curiosities of sin broaden the horizons of life," said the witty
Oscar. "It is self-denial and abstinence that maim the soul." Reading
these words I thought, "How true!"; for I saw a group of stern, lean
starvelings treading streets and highways shouting, "I don't, I don't, I
don't: I'm good." I heard the starvelings shout "I'm good" and saw
them shivering turn from bright happy laughter to warm their chilled,
maimed souls by the heat of idle gossip and fellow condemnation. "Yes,
here is wisdom," I thought.
Then I saw another group of people, those who had tasted lightly
of forbidden pleasures, and finding them sweet, had eaten on to surfeit.
These people had broadened the horizons of life, but had they not extended them too far, even into death? At the end of his own unhappy
life surely Oscar Wilde knew the answer to this question.
After reading biographies of Oscar Wilde and his plays, poetry and
essays, I concluded that here was a strange pattern by which to fashion
one's life. Later when I talked with Brown again, I found that he had
been more impressed by the fact that Oscar wore a sunflower as a boutonniere to a formal dinner than he had by any of his cynical witticisms.
Perhaps the pattern was not too bizarre.
Toward the end of the spring semester, I asked Brown if he was
going to take any classes during the summer.
"No," he said, "I'm going to California as soon as school is out."
He described to me the trip he had planned. He and a friend of his
were going to get on a train headed toward California and ride as far
as their money would take them, which would not be far, he said. When
their money was spent, they would stop in some small town or big city
and work long enough to earn money to start travelling again. They
would hitch-hike, tramp, and hobo their way across the continent. When
they reached California, they would probably ship out on a tramp
steamer, extending their tour to take in the whole world.
I was enthralled by his plan. It was the glorious adventure I longed
for, but which my cautious soul prohibited my experiencing. I envied
Brown the dare-devil spirit that would let him Live, while I must continue to exist, dully, but securely.
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I was very much surprised about two weeks after the school term
ended to see Brown crossing a street down town. I was not close enough
to speak to him and ask him why he had not yet begun his adventure,
but I decided that he probably had business matters to attend to before
he could leave. I was still further surprised to see him again a few
weeks later, and at various times throughout the summer. Always I
saw him from a distance that prohibited my getting an answer to the
questions I longed to ask.
One afternoon after the fall semester opened, I met Brown walking
toward the university as I walked away from it. My office had put on
a night-shift, and I had transferred to it, which enabled me to take the
day classes I wanted and still maintain my precious security. I was on
my way to work now, and as Brown was carrying several books, I knew
he was going to school.
I asked a superfluous question, "Going to night school again?"
Brown answered affirmatively.
"Still at the bank?" I queried.
"Sure." Brown replied in the slightly surprised tone of voice he
would have used if I had asked, "Are you still breathing?"
"What classes are you taking this year?" I wanted to know.
"Accounting 203 and Economics 407," he answered.
0
0
THE OTHER WORLD
By Ted Kopkin

You won't believe this. You'll think I'm nuts. But it happened,
it really happened, it really happened and to me of all people. Just
listen to me and don't judge me. Just judge the facts. I'm not going
to spare myself when it comes to the facts, either. I'm going to give
the straightforward facts.
You see, I was walking down Carledge Place, you know, where the
big cemetery is. It's a familiar place for me. I've walked past there
many times—night and day and have learned to really have a liking
for this restful, shady plot of ground. There was a calmness about
this little patch of other-worldliness that was quiet and refreshing after
the greedy striving of constant daily life. I came often to this place to
think over things, to try to figure out some of my problems in a shady
atmosphere.
On the occasion of which I am going to tell you about, I had been
reading Hamlet. Especially had I read and reread one part—for who
would fardels bear to grunt and sweat under a weary life but that the
dread of something after—
This was a question puzzling and I suppose if you asked Freud he
would say that I subconsciously went to the graveyard for that reason.
I sat myself down at my favorite tombstone—it had a high stone
tablet which formed a perfect backrest. I opened the bottle of beer
that I'd brought with me and took a tentative sip. Now don't get me
wrong and don't go promoting any deals between me and Alcoholics
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Anonymous. I'm not the drunkard type. I just like a bottle of beer
every now and then.
Well sir, that first sip sent a warm trickle down my chest and down
into my stomach. I looked at the end of the tombstone—for who would
fardels bear but—Something seemed to be rising out of the stone!
I took another draft of the beer and looked again. There was
something definitely rising out of the gravel Taking another long,
long gulp, I looked again and there were heads and shoulders visible.
When I say visible now, I don't mean exactly visible, but transparently
visible. I could see through the form and yet I could see it. I took
one more long pull at the bottle and the heads and shoulders become
a whole human shape. It towered over me. I put the bottle to my lips
again. It was empty. I growled something or other. Something like,
"You won't get met"
At the same time I hit the bottle against the tablet head. The
bottle cracked into shivers. I was left holding the sharp glittering
remnant by the neck of the bottle.
"Go ahead now, start something!", I bellowed and glared at him
with as much ferocity as I could muster, hoping to cover the sound of
my knocking knees with the loud sound of my voice.
Its eyes were rather dull and hollow-looking. For all that it had
a wistful gaze about its eyes and it said slowly and softly
"Throw the bottle away." More than a voice, it sounded like the
wind hoarsly rustling leaves together.
I threw the bottle as far and as hard as I could. Then I gaped
down at my empty hand. I had no protection now, I realized.
"What—what do—you want?", I croaked, finding is rather hard to
talk.
"To give you an answer, and answer to what you are asking." His
reply was clear and simple.
—for who would fardels bear that—but that the fear—
"What is after death? Freedom. Yes, that's right, no restraints."
"Ho, ho!" I laughed in its face, cocky-like. "I have freedom here
and now." Then as an afterthought, "Sometimes." I significantly
tapped my empty billfold.
"No, no. I don't mean that. I mean real freedom. You are imprisoned on earth. There are limits to your freedom. Watch now."
He walked through a tree, a bush, then through a large tombstone.
"See what I mean?"
I lay back against the stone tablet, my breath coming in sharp
gasps.
"See what I mean?", It repeated.
My only answer as I remember was a whining mumble. "But one
bottle of beer never affects me like this. One bottle of beer NEVER
affects me like this."
It returned to me easily effortlessly and almost I think timelessly.
It said, "You see you are imprisoned on earth. You are held tightly
by length and width, heighth and depth. Why man, don't you realize
that you are in a prison' You can go 24,836 miles and then you come
back to where you started from. You can only go a bit more than 20,000
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feet up in the air, then you've got to come right back down. You can
only go down a few miles and then have to stop and come back up.
Oh, don't you see? Me, I'm free. I go any where I please. I'm as
free and light as the air, as that puff of cloud there in front of the moon."
"Oh, I get it now, like in a fourth dimension, eh?"
"Yes, that's right. Why you're lucky! You caught me at just the
right time. Most dead people don't stay in their graves—or even on
earth, usually—it's too small and petty a place. Only reason I'm here
now is because nobody's going to get buried here for about two weeks.
And there won't be any yowling, yammering, women around bawling
their fool heads off and there won't be any proud self-contained men
looking quiet and scared.
"You—you don't like burials?", I quavered.
"No. These poor, silly, misguided people! They rave on and on
about how the dead are gonna go to a better place, then cry and
smirkle because they're gonna go there or one of their associates goes
there. People are stupid!
"Hey, wait a minute now! I'm people and don't go insulting me
—or my friends either."
"Yes, yes. I know how it is. I was a human being once myself."
He gave me a full sad look.
I opened my mouth to say something.
"It's hell isn't it?", He sighed and was gone.
0
THE HUMAN SOUND
By Ted Kopkin
The maddening crowd—a murmuring sea of sound
Each noise deep in its own profound
Each murmurer in his own flag furled
Each person in himself snugly curled
And each figure in its own little world
Each to himself is superior
All are to each other inferior
0
A CHILD'S EYES
By Betty Powell Lackey
In these gray deeps, I see
Hints of worlds unknown to me:
Here are thoughts in which
I have no part, and dreams
I do not share . . .
In my arms, clothed in my flesh—
Immeasurably distant, yet
Infinitely close and beloved—
I hold a stranger.
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FISHES' FATE
By Jack Hixson
After putting the pieces back into their improper places, I cast a
backward glance at my car and walked from the garage upstairs to
our apartment.
"Good evening, Dear," my spouse spouted. "Have a good day at
school? How was work and did you work hard at your National Guard
meeting?"
"Hi, Sugar"--smack. "Oh, everything went fair. I broke the last
spring on the car last night hurrying from the armory to work. I un-
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derstand Commissioner Johnson is going to stock that big hole in the
street with trout; Heaven knows they'd stay there longer than the loose
gravel they heave in it."
"Hungry?"
"Ravished!"
"We're just having a few leftovers this evening."
I ambled over to the corner of the room used for a kitchen and
pulled up a box to the card table. I flipped the lid off the garbage can
and pulled out the paper. Reaching a bit deeper, I located a handful
of pork and beans—some of the leftovers my wife mentioned. After
my dinner of beans I burped gloriously and began scrounging around
for a sizeable cigarette butt. Discarding several shorter ones, I finally
lit up a lucky. It was heartbreaking to look at that weed. What a comedown from the once " . . . so round, so firm, so fully packed, so free and
easy on the draw . . . "-fag; it was flat, soft, loose and gaspy on the draw.
"Where the kids?" I asked.
"Oh, Ann caught one of her legs in the big crack in the floor and
broke it. I took her to the doctor. Jackie hasn't come home from delivering his papers."
Now I'm really crazy about my kids. I wouldn't take a million
for either of them, but I wouldn't give a nickel for another one. Jackie
was born after I had been overseas about a year and a half and Ann was
born a couple of months after I got back.
Jackie's quite a boy—he's four. That paper route's what got him so
mean. Some Dads say their sons are their spitting images. I can't understand it, but he doesn't look much like me—nor does Ann for that matter—but, anyway, I'm his spitting image. What I mean is that he spits
at me. He gets quite irritated off now because he seldom hits me as I've
become adept at dodging since I had so much practice.
We sat around talking for awhile and then I said that my homework
had been piling up for quite awhile and I'd better get busy. I finished
it all in about ten minutes and sixteen seconds and we started talking
again. We talked of this and that but mostly of that since the "that"
category consisted of nothing but cutting down on expenses. It was
while on the "that" category that the subject of the gold fish and their
expense arose.
It must be admitted that gold fish are pleasant company for a man
married as long as I've been to a woman with a mouth like my wife's.
I can get in several minutes conversation with them and they are good
listeners. I wanted to keep them. On the other hand, my wife pointed
out, they're so expensive. You have to change the water once a week—
the water bill soars! Also Ann has been apprehended several times of
late nibbling on the expensive food.
Besides she added, they make her nervous by their continuous splashing up and down.
My wife agreed that they must go if we were to maintain our present
high standard of living. She suggested drowning them at first but quickly withdrew the idea. Little did I realize the fiendish perpetration
materializing in her little mind—she's shrewd as well as penny-wise. Always with a bloodshot eye for economy, she said that she knew a way
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that we could get shut of them and at the same time let them remain a
part of us.
"How in the world do you propose to do that? I foolishly inquired.
Seeing the opportunity to give me some mental calisthenics with its
sporting consequences, she sought to let it appear that I was the originator of the plan.
"What's tomorrow?" she inquired.
"Friday."
"Wonderful. And what do you associate with Friday?"
"Saturday?"
"Nope."
"Sunday?"
"No, no, no you simple fool. Fish!"
Suddenly a bolt of lightning seemed to strike me! It wasn't though;
it was only her daintily little hand.
Memories raced across my mind. I remembered better days—days
when I was a pfc. in the army and we could afford anything we wanted.
Fish was included regularly in our menu then and she had gorged herself. She had liked fish ever since I'd known her. Having been raised
on a houseboat, she had always had her fill of freshly caught carp down
by the sewer. "An excellent brain food," she said.
Finally the awful realization penetrated my brain and I knew we
were to have gold fish on Friday. She smiled that cute toothless little
grin of hers when she knew I knew. The thought was more agonizing
than I could bear. I felt dizzier than usual and nauseated. Fortunately
I got so dizzy I fainted or I would have nauseated all over the place.
4. • .
BRIDE'S BOUQUET
By Doris Chapman
Small crystalline bubbles hit Felice coldly. Skin touching they
broke and spilled small drops of liquid that burned. It was the shine
and shadows that created and acid filled the bubbles, thought Felice.
The yellow light of tall, white tapers, the quiet gleam of polished silver,
the cool sparkle of thin crystal, and elegant aura of delicate china, enhanced by green fern and white carnations, blending with night darkness, took hollow words from pretty lips and shaped and filled them
with burning, colorless droplets.
"Tell us how you did it, Anne," Lola was saying, her soft, white,
plump chin pillowed on her soft, white, plump hands, elbows on table,
fingers interlaced beneath her chin.
"How I did what?" Anne was answering, questioning, sitting at
the head of the table, one with the group, yet aloof and removed from
the others by a warm, content, home-at-last smile, knowing what Lola
was asking, but too content to admit knowing.
"How you got your man," Lola was saying and giggling, and they
were all giggling, Lola, Jean, Anne, and Elizabeth; but Felice smiled
slightly.
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Anne said something now about oh, it was nothing, anyone could
do it, they, men, turn up in the most unexpected places; and Lola wished
one would turn her way and Jean also wished. Elizabeth wished, too,
but she wanted him to have plenty of money so he could give her comfort and security.
One would not eat food here, thought Felice, sipping chilled apple
juice, slightly yellowish and almost tasteless, not rich, satisfying food
with deep, pungent flavors. This is what one would eat here, thought
Felice, looking by candlelight at the plate the crisply aproned maid set
before her, pale green peas, thin pink meat, dry white potato salad, all
cold, and small brown wafers.
"What's wrong with us?" Lola was asking, lightly asking. "Other
women get married, why can't we?"
"Well get her!" Jean was saying, brightly saying. "She's asking us!"
Elizabeth guessed then that some day she would be sorry she didn't
marry Harry, but he was so unambitious and would never get anywhere,
and after all there are certain standards one must maintain. Jean
laughed and said she would probably be sorry that she didn't marry
Harry? That she didn't marry. Period. Lola wondered why all the
men she attracted were married men, the men who liked her were always
already married; and of course she wouldn't think of encouraging a
married man, not ever, of course not.
Here they were again, thought Felice. Together once a year, at
Christmas for dinner, or a special occasion as now when in three days
Anne was getting married, at last going to get married, and they were to
be her bridesmaids, Felice to be maid of honor, always here they were
again. What is wrong, thought Felice, looking at Elizabeth's smooth,
dark hair and aristocratic features, Jean's tumbled blond curls and tilted nose. Lola's bright, auburn hair fluffed about her pretty face. There
was nothing wrong, thought Felice, nothing but the tinselled fragility
of a room of shine and shadows where honesty seemed pretense.
They were talking now about the wedding, about something old,
something new, borrowed and blue, about someone to sing "I Love You
Truly" and dresses, white for Anne, blue for Felice and pink for Lola,
Elizabeth and Jean.
"Who's going to catch the bride's bouquet, Anne? Which one of
us are you going to throw it to?" Lola was asking, and Jean and Elizabeth, who were lifting spoons of icecream, for now they were eating
mint-flavored icecream and little colored cakes, held their spoons of
icecream and waited for Anne to answer Lola.
"Why to Felice of course," Anne told them. "She's the maid of
honor, and the bride always throws her bouquet to the maid of honor."
"Yes, but--" said Elizabeth, and no one else said anything, for Elizabeth said it all.
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BURNEY POSEY
By Lynn Daniel
His nervous, delicate hands half-tied the grey, with dark grey stripes,
tie. He carefully scrutinized himself in the mirror, smoothing down a
lone hair which rebeled against convention. "Stay down there, you
radical", he said almost boldly, then looked cautiously about to see if
anyone had heard. He brushed a lone particle of dust off one of his
shining, black shoes. Once more he looked over the grey, with grey
pin stripes, suit. Carefully he looked about the room to see if everything was in order. No, the comb was lying oblique to the mirror. He
placed it parallel to the mirror, and straightened a fractional corner
of the dresser scarf. Then stealthily he creeped out of the room, and
silently down the hall of the boarding house. There's no one in the
hall, Burney thought, I won't have to speak.
"Burney old boyll Going somewhere? I'll bet you're going to take
in a rough old movie, huh?" It was Jeff McFarland, sitting outside his
door, with his four kids clamoring over him as held a daily paper over
their heads, trying to read.
"No, not tonight," Burney replied meekly, "Mrs. Maypole is having
the Oldbuttonsavers Club over for tea." Burney hurried on, creeping
lightly over the worn aisle rug to the street outside.
I'll bet he was making fun of me, Burney thought. I wonder if
there's something wrong with my clothes. He looked down at the
neatly pressed grey, with grey pin stripes suit. Maybe my hair was sticking up. He ran his fingers lightly over the slickened hair. That woman
that just passed me, she looked at me so funny. I just know there's
something wrong. And that little boy, he looked funny at me, too. Oh,
I'll just have to stop in a restroom and see what is wrong. Burney's feet
hurried his body along to the side of a service station to a little door
that was labeled, "Gentlemen." How are they going to know if everybody that comes in here is a gentleman. I'll bet ninety-nine per cent of
the men that come in here aren't gentlemen. He looked himself over
very closely in the small wall mirror. No, nothing wrong. Maybe it's
the after shave lotion smelling too loud. He washed his face and
blotted it dry with a paper towel.
Outside again, he crept along the sidewalk, wishing Mrs. Maypole
lived a little closer, and watching everyone that passed him to see if
they were watching him. No one else who passed noticed him except
two little girls. They giggled when he looked so hard at them. That
worried Burney too.
Mrs. Maypole was wearing the same dress that she always wore
when the Oldbuttonsavers Club met at her house. It was a black dress,
covered with buttons of all sizes, sorts, shapes, and colors. Mrs. Maypole
was president of the Club. One thing Burney liked about the Oldbuttonsavers Club meeting at Mrs. Maypole? house was that she always served
some kind of a dark, red, drink that burned his stomach. It really hurt
Burney, but it made him feel good too. It was always in a tiny glass,
so small that Burney hardly tasted it before it was gone. He often
wondered why he and Mrs. Bigwigs' husband, Blanchard, were the only
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two men in the Oldbuttonsavers Club. It was quite an interesting hobby.
He stood in his favorite corner. He knew that Mrs. Maypole would
come and get him to show his seventeenth century button. This always
made him feel proud. Everyone looked at him and liked him then.
Yes, here she comes. Mrs. Maypole led Burney to the middle of the floor.
"Ladies and gentlemen, we have, if you will give me your attention
for a minute, a big surprise this evening. Then right after this, we will
have refreshments, so take your seats." Everyone clamored delicately
for a seat. "One of our members, Burney Posey, has a blitton which was
made in the seventeenth century. Now show it to theni, Burney."
- Burney modestly, but proudly, produced the button from a small
velvet box. Everyone "oh'd' and "ah'd" for a few seconds. It was longer
than they usually did when he showed the button, so Burney looked
down to see if his tie was straight, and felt to see if his hair was sticking
up. He realized that he was alone in the middle of the floor when he
saw Mrs. Maypole coming out of the kitchen with the tiny glasses of
red stuff, and cookies on a tray, with just a dart of whipped cream on
each cookie. Burney quickly removed himself from the middle of the
floor, and after getting his tiny red glass and cookie with a dart of
whipped cream, backed up into his usual corner. He cringed when
the red stuff went down, then sat back to enjoy the flavor. He drank
the red stuff, and then ate the cookie. It made him thirsty. Mrs. Maypole and the rest were enjoying themselves comparing buttons (Mrs.
Maypole herself had an eighteenth century one) so Burney decided
he would go to the kitchen and get a drink of water. He stepped lightly
behind them and into the kitchen. That's strange, Burney thought,
there's a whole bottle of that red stuff just like we had in the tiny glasses.
I wonder if Mrs. Maypole would care if I had just a little more. Oh,
I'm sure she wouldn't. Burney poured a little out into a big glass. He
drank swiftly and liked the way it made him burn. He poured a little
more out, this time about a fourth of a glass. Funny, it didn't burn
much anymore. He could drink it faster now. Drinking out of the
bottle, he emptied it, turned it up and looked inside. "Empty," Burney
said, catching the side of the table, and setting the bottle down with
a bang. His knees seemed to be giving way, and he hugged them tightly
for support. Starting over to the window, he caught a glimpse of himself in a small mirror hanging over the sink. "Hello Burney. You look
so funny. Your hair all slicked down . . . tear it up Burney." He ruffled
his hair vigorously. "Annat tie, it looks like a dead man's tie. Pull it
off Burney. You need a red tie. Yeah, a red tie with yellow stripes, just
like the one in the store window." Burney `grinned satisfactorily at himself, pulling the tie off with a jerk. "Annat suit, Burney. Nice blue suit
'z what you want." He began pulling off the coat.
"Mr. Posey, what has happened to you?" Mrs. Maypole came rushing and rattling into the kitchen.
"Hello Miz Maypull. You got any buttons to spare " Mr. Posey
grinned rather lustily at Mrs. Maypole, and staggered toward her.
"Burney Posey, you drank all of that wine." She held the empty
bottle up to the light. "Get out of my house, you drunkard."
Burney flipped his coat nonchalantly over his shoulder, and the
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small velevt box fell out. He picked it up, almost falling on the way
of my house, you drunkard."
Burney flipped his coat nonchalantly over his shoulder, and the
small velvet box fell out. He picked it up, almost falling on the way
back up. "Here's the king of them all, Miz Maypull, an' it's all yours,
m' dear old squeezer.' He stalked through the parlor as the Oldbuttonsavers Club "oh'd" and "ah'd" in disgust, delight, and surprise. He
slammed the door with a bang.
Outside, Burney staggered down the steps, out and across the sidewalk, until he bumped into a telephone pole. He straightened up and
looked at the pole with his head sideways. "Nice looking tie, Yessir, 'at's
about the color I want. 'S a little big though, ain't it." He tugged
fruitlessly at the telephone pole. "Yessir, it looks a little big, that's all."
A couple passed, and laughed when they saw Burney, but he didn't
notice.
0 • 0
FROM NATURE
By B. P. Williamson

Through winter's cold bleakness,
The leaf stripped elm forgets,
For now the warmth of spring,
And bare against the shining snows
Stands defiant against the nature,
Who even later shall touch with
Unknown gentleness the same black boughs,
And renew again the dormant spirit which
Longs to show its beauty0

❖

VISION
By Jim McCormack

I think I see on far plane,
Spectacles of wealth and gain;
But how may I achieve these two,
I do not know, perhaps you do.
Study, hard work, faith—these three,
Seem to be good enough for me
To start to achieve my stately spot,
But once again I think it's not.
The basic thing before the grind
Must be the foresight from our mind;
Before we start the plan to be,
A vision must be there to see.
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REPARATION
By Webb Salmon

He looked at me in death's cold stare,
With pain upon his face;
He died, I lived, and breathed his air;
In death he took my place.
I turned my steps and left him there.
When I break camp and cross the plain
That leads to His great land ;
I'll look for him Whom I have slain,
And kneel there in the sand
To bind his wounds and ease his pain—
Then offer him my hand.

BEAUTY
By Betty Powell Lackey

Do not speak, love;
One cannot add to Beauty
By a word:
The curved throat,
Passion-lovely;
The maple-leaf, reddening
In Fall;
The song just sung, and now
Remembered only . . .
These are Infinities, living
In the Mind of God,
And shared gently
With the childlike mind of Man.
•
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ESCAPE FROM THE STARS
By Alice Newell

Prisoned in, time, we plot our dark escape,
There are too many stars, they are too big,
Turn the eyes downward, burrow into the earth,
Past roots, rivers—underground—and rocks.
There lies safety, the heart of the stone,
lie there,
Stone,
In stone.
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